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Swiss Re is well positioned 
Targets are key priority

 We are positioned to outperform through unique business opportunities; 
our client-centric Business Units complement the Group's capital strength

 We continue to manage the Swiss Re Group along our existing strategy, 
with focus on best-in-class underwriting and prudent asset management

 We will decisively move the Group's capital towards higher returns in our 
new business decisions and will extract dividends from in-force books

 Delivering on our 2011-15 financial targets is Swiss Re's top priority
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 New Business Unit structure: Improved 
client approach, better accountability, 
transparency and capital management 

– New financial segments and BU sessions

 The "DNA" of the Swiss Re Group

– Underwriting, risk management and 
asset management sessions

 What's next for P&C Re in the current
market cycle, how to think about L&H Re

– Reinsurance session

 A niche player set to expand profitably

– Corporate Solutions session

 Cash generation from our in-force book

– Admin Re® session
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Investors' Day
CEO's highlights
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Swiss Re's existing Group strategy
Continued focus

Outperform our peers
 Reinsurance
 Admin Re®
 Asset Management

Smart expansion
 Corporate Solutions
 Longevity
 Emerging Markets

Current 
position

The leading 
player in the 
wholesale 

re/insurance
industry

Strategic goal: 
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aBusiness Units
Clear strategic goals

Reinsurance

 To be a focused, lean, 
global player in large 
commercial business

 To be a recognised 
force in the closed 
life book market

 To be the world's 
leading reinsurer

 The foundation of our 
strengths

 A key opportunity for 
growth

 Providing cash 
dividends

Corporate 
Solutions

Swiss Re Group

Admin Re®

Current position

Strategic goal

Current position

Strategic goal

Current position

Strategic goal

P&C L&H
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Key priorities for the Group CEO

 Define the Group strategy and control implementation

 Delivery on 2011-15 financial targets is the top priority
 Adhere to SR dividend policy, ensure attractive payouts

 (Re)deploy capital based on contribution to our targets
 Oversee asset allocation from the Group's perspective

 Control cost and efficiency in new corporate structure

Underwriting and 
Risk management

 Maintain underwriting as Swiss Re's core strength
 Set and steer Group risk tolerance (e.g. limits, liquidity)

Capital and asset 
management

Financial targets 
and dividend

Strategy

Productivity
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EPS growth 10% average
annual growth rate over 5 
years

ROE 700 bps above risk free 
average over 5 years

asfaa

Group financial targets
Our top priority

in % in USD1

7.7

2010 2011 … 2015E

EPS published EPS excl. CPCI

89.7 84.7

87.8

2010 2011 … 2015E

ENWPS Cumulative dividends in USD

avg. annual 
growth rate 

2011-15

10%

1 Assumes constant foreign exchange rate
2 Dividend has been translated from CHF using the fx rate of the dividend payment date

Risk free: US Gov 5 years 

in USD1

avg. annual 
growth rate 

2011-15

10%

9.6

2010 2011 … avg. 2011E-
2015E

ROE published ROE excl. CPCI

2010 2011 avg. 
2011-2015E

…

ENW per share growth plus 
dividend 10% average annual 
growth rate over 5 years

3.12

avg. return
above risk 
free rate 
2011-15

700 bps
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3.6

9.2

2.5

6.6
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 Sustain good margins in P&C Re, deploy additional capital to fund growth

– Target returns1: 10-15% ROE

 Address issues on pre-2004 L&H Re book, continue improvement in new 
business pricing and directionally extract capital

– 7-9% ROE

 Deliver on growth ambitions in CorSo, no additional capital needs planned

– 10-15% ROE

 Deliver tangible benefits from Admin Re® restructuring, through putting 
into practice portfolio steering and management actions

– New investments only if those can be done above Swiss Re's stated hurdle rate 
of 11% ROE for new business

 Moderate re-risking of asset portfolio, mainly into corporate bonds

8

Improving performance
Decisive moves towards higher returns

1 Assuming current interest rate environment, no unusual market volatility and normal nat cats
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 People living ever longer is good, but…

 …unexpected hikes in life expectancy 
pose a serious challenge for writers of 
annuity insurance and pension funds

 In the past, increases in life expectancy 
were consistently underestimated in 
most projections, leading to insufficient 
reserving levels for annuity payments

 Longevity re/insurance is a proven way 
and complete solution to spread such 
risks to suitable market participants

 Swiss Re has a large in-force portfolio 
of mortality risks  strategic appetite 
and fit to assume longevity exposures
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Longevity
An underinsured major risk to ageing societies
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Underestimation of UK longevity trend

Source: Chris Shaw, “Fifty Years of United Kingdom National Population Projections: How 
Accurate have they been?”, Population Trends, 128, Office for National Statistics, 2007
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Emerging markets
A contributor to Swiss Re's targets

 High growth rates allow emerging 
markets to "emerge" rather quickly

– Emerging Markets (including BRICs) 
now constitute ~15% of premiums…

– …expected to grow to 20-25% by 2015

– Profitability above our hurdle rates

 Tangible opportunities in most lines

– Reinsurance:  e.g. nat cat, solvency

– Corporate Solutions: infrastructure and 
engineering projects, commercial
property

 Emerging markets not an "option", but 
a contributor towards financial targets

Source: Swiss Re Economic Research & Consulting
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20%
Non-life insurance, real premium growth
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Emerging Asia Middle East Latin America Central & 
Eastern 
Europe

Industrialised 
markets

Life insurance, real premium growth
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 Swiss Re is currently rated as the 
most sustainable company in the 
insurance sector, positioning itself 
ahead of 114 sector competitors1

– Held top spot for fourth year in a row

 Rating factors go beyond "green"

– Corporate governance, employee 
development, diversity, etc. 

– "Classic" factors like CO2 emissions 
and resource consumption

 Swiss Re with above-market share of 
institutional investors who rate 
themselves as socially responsible

11

Sustainability
An additional reason to invest in Swiss Re

1 Based on SAM survey, conducted by the publisher of the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI)
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Conclusion 
Swiss Re has a unique proposition for investors

…with unique 
competitive 

advantages…

…and a very 
attractive risk 

profile

 High cat and life capacities, ample resources for large transactions
 Equipped to exploit hardening market, own R&D a distinctive strength
 Unique growth options for 2012-13 (e.g. expiry 20% Berkshire QS)

 Prudent, ALM-matched asset portfolio, moderate re-risking
 Lean casualty book and unique protections, e.g. against inflation (ADC1)
 Excellent capitalisation, allowing both business and dividend growth

A dynamic, 
target-driven 
company…

 Growing underwriting profits, in developed and emerging markets
 Well-positioned Business Units for better accountability, drive and…
 …full transparency of segment capitalisation and returns on capital

1 Adverse Development Cover; CHF 5 bn stop-loss protection on Swiss Re's P&C reserves with Berkshire Hathaway
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aCautionary note on 
forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements and illustrations provide current expectations of future events based on certain 
assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact. 
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate“, “assume“, “believe“, “continue“, “estimate“, “expect“, “foresee“, “intend“, 
“may increase“ and “may fluctuate“ and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “will“, “should“, “would“ and “could“. These forward-looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Swiss Re’s actual results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, 
liquidity position or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, liquidity position or prospects expressed 
or implied by such statements. Such factors include, among others:
 further instability affecting the global financial system and developments related 

thereto, including as a result of concerns over, or adverse developments relating 
to, sovereign debt of euro area countries;

 further deterioration in global economic conditions;
 Swiss Re’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets, 

including sufficient liquidity to cover potential recapture of reinsurance 
agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due to 
actual or perceived deterioration of Swiss Re’s financial strength or otherwise;

 the effect of market conditions, including the global equity and credit markets, and 
the level and volatility of equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads, currency 
values and other market indices, on Swiss Re’s investment assets;

 changes in Swiss Re’s investment result as a result of changes in its investment 
policy or the changed composition of its investment assets, and the impact of the 
timing of any such changes relative to changes in market conditions;

 uncertainties in valuing credit default swaps and other credit-related instruments;
 possible inability to realise amounts on sales of securities on Swiss Re’s balance 

sheet equivalent to their mark-to-market values recorded for accounting purposes;
 the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realise tax loss carryforwards and the 

ability to realise deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in a 
jurisdiction or deemed change of control), which could negatively impact future 
earnings;

 the possibility that Swiss Re’s hedging arrangements may not be effective;
 the lowering or loss of financial strength or other ratings of Swiss Re companies, 

and developments adversely affecting Swiss Re’s ability to achieve improved 
ratings;

 the cyclicality of the reinsurance industry;

 uncertainties in estimating reserves;
 uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting, 

particularly with respect to large natural catastrophes, as significant 
uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such events and 
preliminary estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes 
available;

 the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events;
 acts of terrorism and acts of war;
 mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
 policy renewal and lapse rates;
 extraordinary events affecting Swiss Re’s clients and other counterparties, such 

as bankruptcies, liquidations and other credit-related events;
 current, pending and future legislation and regulation affecting Swiss Re or its 

ceding companies;
 legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including those in respect 

of industry requirements or business conduct rules of general applicability;
 changes in economic theory or principles;
 significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays, 

unexpected costs or other issues experienced in connection with any such 
transactions;

 changing levels of competition; 
 operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other internal 

procedures in managing the foregoing risks; and
 challenges in implementation, adverse responses from counterparties, 

regulators or rating agencies, or other issues arising from, or otherwise relating 
to, the changes in Swiss Re's corporate structure.

These factors are not exhaustive. Swiss Re operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States.  Any such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with 
applicable securities laws.
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New financial segments
George Quinn, Group Chief Financial Officer
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Agenda

 New financial segments

 Capitalisation measures

 Performance metrics

 Summary
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New financial segments
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 Full segmental income statements and balance sheets

– Net earnings after tax and investment result from actual assets per segment

– All financial debt and interest expenses allocated to the segments

– Lean Group items, as large part of expenses allocated to Business Units; former 
Legacy remains in Group items

 New segment structure applies consistently for EVM and US GAAP

 Capital strength remains unchanged

New financial segments 
More transparency, better comparability

 New segments provide "stand-alone" view for better comparability within Swiss 
Re and with peers

 Full diversification benefits of the Group remain intact; Reinsurance Business Unit 
has one balance sheet for P&C Re and L&H Re, leading to diversification benefits

4
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aNew financial segments
Key figures
FY 2011
USD million, unless otherwise stated 

P&C 
Reinsurance

L&H 
Reinsurance

Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re® Group items

Total
(after 

consolidation)

 Premiums earned and fee income 10 135 8 404 1 929 1 686 22 22 176

 Net income/loss 1 099 1 664 81 329 -547 2 626

 Shareholders' equity 10 389 8 972 2 277 7 378 625 29 590

of which unrealised gains 445 1 713 80 2 010 -25 4 223

 Return on investments1 3.1% 6.8% 4.5% 5.0% -9.3% 4.4%

 Return on equity 11.0% 21.2% 3.7% 5.0% n/a 9.6%

 Combined ratio2 104.0% 107.9% 104.7%

 Benefit ratio 74.5%

 EVM income 438 1 201 184 -544 -482 797

 EVM profit -349 80 2 -1 022 -415 -1 704

 Economic net worth 13 207 11 179 2 590 4 536 -2 430 29 031

 Dividends 555 480 1 035

1 Published FY 2011 RoI 5.1%. Methodology has changed: includes the Group's entire investment portfolio (incl. Asset Mgmt, Treasury and  
former Legacy), FX impacts assigned to the segments and continues to exclude cash and cash equivalents

2 Published FY 2011 combined ratio for Group: 101.6%. Methodology has changed: non-trad business and allocated Group expenses included, 
total CR for Group is weighted sum of P&C Re and Corporate Solutions

5
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aImproved disclosure of investment result
Investment income, realised gains and interest expenses

 Full visibility on investment income, realised gains, and interest expenses by 
segment

FY 2011
USD million, unless otherwise stated 

Property & 
Casualty Life & Health Asset Mgmt. Group items Allocation Total

 Net investment income/loss 1 421 2 238 3 749 226 -3 008 4 626
 Net realised gains/loss 48 16 1 264 306 - 1 634
 Operating income/loss 1 285 464 5 038 -904 -3 008 2 875
 Net income/loss 2 626

FY 2011
USD million, unless otherwise stated 

P&C 
Reinsurance

L&H 
Reinsurance

Corporate
Solutions Admin Re® Group items

Total
(after 

consolidation)

 Invested assets 63 012 40 666 6 769 38 510 4 672 150 649
 Total debt 4 232 13 727 230 963 2 909 20 668
 Net investment income/loss 1 307 1 544 104 1 611 135 4 626
 Net realised gains/loss 512 1 180 214 205 -477 1 634
 Interest expenses -155 -579 -2 -61 -122 -851
 Pre-tax income/loss 1 324 1 749 168 218 -584 2 875
 Net income/loss 1 099 1 664 81 329 -547 2 626

Net investment income, net realised gains/losses and invested assets include only proprietary items

New segments

Previous segments

6
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 Now includes both traditional and non-traditional business

 Group expenses now largely allocated to Business Units

Improved calculation for combined ratio
Estimated 2012 combined ratio unchanged at 94%

 Better comparability with peers, simplified calculation

 2012 combined ratio estimated at 94%, assuming an average large loss burden; 
stronger renewal outlook expected to offset newly allocated Group expenses

101.6%

-0.5% pts
-2.6% pts

104.7%

2011 CR
old methodology

Non-traditional 
business

Allocated Group 
expenses

2011 CR
new methodology
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aChange in calculation for return on 
investments

 More comprehensive view of funds, includes Treasury and former Legacy

 Now includes the Group's entire investment 
portfolio (incl. Asset Mgmt, Treasury and 
former Legacy), FX impacts assigned to 
segments and excludes cash and cash 
equivalents

 Lower published ROI (FY 2011 as published 
5.1%, under new methodology 4.4%), as 
Treasury consists mainly of liquid assets 
contributing a minimal return to Swiss Re's 
overall investment portfolio; these include 
short-term investments, repurchase activity, 
securities lending and collateral

 Segmental returns based on real assets held

5.1% 

-0.4% pts 
-0.3% pts 

4.4% 

2011 ROI
old 

methodology

Include
Treasury

Include
former
Legacy

2011 ROI
new 

methodology

RoI calculation
Entire investment portfolio considered, except
 Cash and cash equivalents (approx. USD 11bn)
 Policy loans (approx. USD 4bn)
 Catastrophe bonds (approx. USD 1bn)
 Insurance related securities (approx. USD 1bn)
As at 31 Dec 2011

8
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FY 2011
USD million, unless otherwise stated 

Gross premiums written 2 632

Net premiums earned 1 929

Net income 81

Return on equity, as published 3.7%

Return on equity, adjusted1 16.2%

 thereof: ROE incl. prior year 
development

10.5%

 thereof: add'l investment return 5.7%

Corporate Solutions
Total financial contribution

1 Adjusted ROE calculation is based on Corporate Solutions stand-alone performance, including business that was ceded to other parts of the Group. 
Result includes additional investment return, offset by an additional USD 0.5bn in average shareholders' equity, representing the estimated capital 
necessary to hold the historic reserves, which remain in Reinsurance Business Unit due to prior substantial intra-group retrocessions

Corporate Solutions estimated ROE –
total financial contribution

 Total financial contribution is a better 
guide to future performance

 Carve out as reported does not reflect…

– Substantial business transferred from 
Corporate Solutions to Reinsurance
carriers via intra-group transactions in 
past. This business has not been 
transferred back to Corporate Solutions 
to avoid increasing frictional costs

– Corporate Solutions resembles a "start-up" 
with a full expense burden yet without the 
investment income on the higher asset 
base or the development on reserves

9
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31 December 2011, USD millions 
P&C 

Reinsurance
L&H 

Reinsurance
Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re® Group items

Total 
(after 

consolidation)
Premiums and fees 12 650 8 737 2 085 1 147 0 24 619
EVM underwriting profit 412 816 -34 -224 -196 774
EVM profit -349 80 2 -1 022 -415 - 1 704
EVM income 438 1 201 184 -544 -482 797
Economic net worth (ENW) 13 207 11 179 2 590 4 536 -2 430 29 031

New segments

Previous segments

EVM key figures
Economic value attributed to respective 
Business Units

31 December 2011, USD millions 
Property & 
Casualty Life & Health Asset Mgmt. Group items Total

Premiums and fees 14 728 9 891 n/a 0 24 619
EVM underwriting profit 526 578 n/a -579 525
EVM profit 557 578 -1 852 -987 - 1 704
EVM income 931 1 036 -664 -506 797

 Asset Management's 2011 EVM loss, driven by credit spreads and equity markets, attributed 
mainly to Reinsurance (63%) and Admin Re® (35%)

 Negative ENW for Group items reflects offset of a notionally allocated liquidity premium
Detailed EVM disclosure can be found in the appendix
ENW total is after consolidation adjustment of USD 51m 

10
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aNew financial segments
From 2011 US GAAP shareholders’ equity to ENW

USD billions P&C Re L&H Re Reinsurance
Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re® Group items

Total 
(after 

consolidation)

2011 US GAAP shareholders’ equity 10.4 9.0 19.4 2.3 7.4 0.6 29.6
Additional discounting 4.4 0.2 4.6 0.4 -3.2 -3.1 -1.3
M-t-m on assets and debt 2.4 -0.8 1.6 -0.5 0.1 1.2
Reserving basis

GAAP margins 11.0 11.0 0.5 11.5
Other 0.7 -1.0 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.5

Recognition differences -0.2 0.2 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.2
Goodwill & other intangibles -2.5 -2.1 -4.6 -4.6
Additional tax liability -1.2 -1.1 -2.3 0.1 1.5 -0.7
Other -0.2 0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Frictional capital costs -0.6 -4.3 -4.9 -0.2 -1.0 0.1 -6.0
Total 2011 Economic net worth 13.2 11.2 24.4 2.6 4.5 -2.4 29.0

 Consistent economic treatment of assets and liabilities (discounting) drive ENW uplift in P&C

 Locked-in GAAP margins released in L&H, mainly from mortality improvement and provisions 
for adverse deviation set at contract inception

 ENW of Admin Re® lower than US GAAP equity due to lower discount rates in EVM for 
liabilities compared to US GAAP locked-in assumptions

US GAAP shareholders' equity and ENW total is after consolidation adjustment of USD 51m 
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US GAAP

 Assumptions are usually locked-in at 
contract inception with little profit 
emergence from contracts written in the 
current reporting period

– Not ideal metric to measure L&H businesses

 Corporate Solutions profitability to improve 
with reserves/assets building up

– Currently facing small "asset endowment" 
due to large past intra-group retrocessions

 FY 2011 balance sheet is a snapshot under 
a low interest rate environment

– Shareholders' equity of all segments increased 
as a result of falling interest rates, especially 
L&H Re and Admin Re®

– Operational improvements and capital 
management will also have an influence

EVM

 Improved comparability under new structure

– Aligned with US GAAP view

– Provide mid-year update on ENW per share 
after Q2 2012 results

 L&H in-force book demonstrates the 
potential of future US GAAP results

– Average profitability of new business is higher 
than current in-force book

– 2011 new business underwriting profit shows 
attractive results in L&H Re, Admin Re®

 A market consistent valuation

– Best estimate capital cost assumptions

New financial segments
Summary

12
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Capitalisation measures
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aRisk tolerance framework 
Defined capital and liquidity levels

14

 Risk tolerance applies to the Group
 In addition to above Group objectives, sufficient capital and liquidity must be held at the local 

entity and Business Unit level
 Excess capital above local legal entity or Business Unit requirements is accessible to the 

Group

= Capital = Liquidity

14

Swiss Re risk tolerance objectives
Group

consolidated

Maintain sufficiently
attractive capital levels

Target levels …

 S&P

 Solvency I

AA

150%

Target or respectability levels based on our 
value proposition to clients

Able to continue to 
operate following 
extreme loss event

After Group 99.5% 
VaR loss, meet ...

 SST

 S&P

100%

BBB

Sufficient capital to withstand a 1-in-200 year 
Group loss and meet SST green zone 
requirements while maintaining an investment 
grade rating. Implies currently an estimated 
SST ratio in the range of approx. 160% -185%

Internal liquidity 
one-year stress test 
ratio

100%
Sufficient liquidity in Swiss Reinsurance 
Company Ltd liquidity pool to cover 
requirements within one year stemming from 
an extreme loss (currently estimated at 
USD 14 billion)
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Group and Business Unit capitalisation

1 SST 2/2011, filed with FINMA October 2011, based on a projection for mid-2011 to mid-2012 under the 2011 corporate structure
2 The Reinsurance carrier (Swiss Reinsurance Company Ltd) SST figure is as at mid-2011 and so is before carve outs. SST ratios for Reinsurance 

and Corporate Solutions will be calculated from SST1/2012 onwards
3 High level estimate of S&P AA excess capital based on plan 2012 information

 Distribution of S&P excess capital over AA level across Business Units3 approximately:
50% Reinsurance, 15% Corporate Solutions and 35% Admin Re®

 All Business Units continue to benefit from diversification within their Business Units (in 
particular, Reinsurance continues to benefit from diversification between P&C Re and L&H Re)

 All Business Units meet their respective standalone capital and liquidity requirements
 Excess capital to be moved from Business Units to Group by intra-group dividend payments

15

31 December 2011, USD millions 
unless otherwise stated 

P&C 
Reinsurance

L&H
Reinsurance Reinsurance

Corporate
Solutions Admin Re® Group items

Total
Swiss Re 

Group

US GAAP shareholders' equity 10 389 8 972 19 361 2 277 7 378 625 29 590

Economic Net Worth 13 207 11 179 24 386 2 590 4 536 -2 430 29 031

SST Ratio1

SST green zone threshold: 100%
227%2 n/a2 n/a 210%

S&P excess capital over AA level
Internal goal: meet AA requirements

> 7 000
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Performance metrics
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EPS growth 10% average
annual growth rate over 5 
years

ROE 700 bps above risk free 
average over 5 years

asfaa

Group financial targets
Our top priority

in % in USD1

7.7

2010 2011 … 2015E

EPS published EPS excl. CPCI

89.7 84.7

87.8

2010 2011 … 2015E

ENWPS Cumulative dividends in USD

avg. annual 
growth rate 

2011-15

10%

1 Assumes constant foreign exchange rate
2 Dividend has been translated from CHF using the fx rate of the dividend payment date

Risk free: US Gov 5 years 

in USD1

avg. annual 
growth rate 

2011-15

10%

9.6

2010 2011 … avg. 2011E-
2015E

ROE published ROE excl. CPCI

2010 2011 avg. 
2011-2015E

…

ENW per share growth plus 
dividend 10% average annual 
growth rate over 5 years

3.12

avg. return
above risk 
free rate 
2011-15

700 bps

3.6

9.2

2.5

6.6
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 P&C Re: "Maintain and improve leadership 

position"
– Continued firming of the cycle drives modest 

improvements in underlying margins

– Capital redeployed to take advantage of growth 
opportunities

 L&H Re: "Improve profitability"
– Improved margins on new business

– Optimisation of pre-2004 business

– Modest asset re-risking

– Dividends paid to Group

 Corporate Solutions: "Build-up phase"
– Manage cost base 

– Maintain margins but expand volumes 
significantly off stable capital base

 Admin Re®: "Cash generation"
– Portfolio steering and management actions

– Focus on cash generation and dividends to Group

Factors influencing ROE

9.2%
9.6%

2010 2011 … Average
2011-2015E

18

1 ROE excluding CPCI

1
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7.7 

3.2 

0.8 
0.7 

0.6 
0.6 0.3 

1.0 
0.9 

0.7 

>10 

2011 EPS, 
as published

Exceptional 
items in 

2011 (nat 
cats, tax, 
reserve 

releases)

Reinvest 
capital from 
nat cat mean 

reversion

P&C Re: 
growth, QS 

expiry, 
margin 

improvement

CorSo: 
growth, QS 

expiry, build-
up of 

reserves

L&H Re: 
redeploy 

USD 1bn of 
capital @ 

11%, 
optimise/run 
off pre-2004

Admin Re®: 
mgmt. 

actions, 
dividends 
reinvested 

@11%

Deploy 
Group 
excess 

capital, USD 
3bn @11%

Interest 
rates flat, 
additional 
asset risk, 

asset volume 
increase

Reduced 
leverage, 

cost 
efficiency

2015E

Factors influencing EPS
in USD

 10% average annual growth in EPS can be achieved
 No reliance on interest rates to achieve targets
 Critical assumptions are market trend and ability to invest, redeploy, or return @ 

11% ROE

19
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aDeployment of Group excess capital
Evaluation criteria

Group excess capital

Metrics
 EVM profit
 ROE / EPS
 Cash IRR / payback period

(where applicable)

Reinsurance
Corporate 
Solutions

Admin Re®

Funding of incremental growth/transactionsMarket-driven considerations Business unit risk - return profiles

 Swiss Re Group 
financial targets

 Minimum hurdle 
rate set by 
estimated share 
repurchase returns 
(currently ~11% 
ROE)

 Market/peer 
comparatives

 Business Units are funded based on their respective business plans; Group excess capital can 
be used to fund additional growth in excess of Business Units' plans

 Financial attractiveness assessed based on EVM and US GAAP metrics

 Market-driven benchmarks for capital usage include Group external targets and minimum 
hurdle rates implied by share repurchase

 Profitability

 Volatility of results

 Time horizon on 
invested capital

 Market positioning

 Cash generation 
potential

 Strategic/growth 
considerations
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a

Summary
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a

 New financial segments improve transparency and earnings visibility

 P&C Re returns are strong; unique growth opportunities

 L&H Re "stand-alone" US GAAP returns benefit from full investment 
returns; returns remain weak, further optimisation needed going forward

 Corporate Solutions is starting small, but is on planned growth trajectory

 Admin Re® to improve its value to Group via dividends, possibly new deals

 Excess capital distributed across all segments, but will move up to Group
– L&H Re and Admin Re® directionally to increase their dividends paid to Group

– P&C Re and CorSo capital likely to increase with market cycle and large deals

 Intra-group dividends build-up/replenish excess capital at Group level

Summary

 Not "only" operational profit, but also dividend contribution to the Group 
is key; an important change in mindset for both Business Units and Group
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a

Q&A
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Appendix
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aProperty & Casualty Reinsurance
P&L 2011 vs 2010 
USD millions 20101 2011 Main driver of change
Revenues
Premiums earned 9 191 10 135  Strong renewals and new business notably in Asia
Fee income from policyholders
Net investment income/loss 1 205 1 307  Deployment of cash in fixed income securities and equity 

mandates, partially offset by lower yields
Net realised investment gains/losses 362 512  Gains on sale of govt bonds, m-t-m on trading securities and fx

partly offset by impairments and losses on derivatives for ALM 
matching

Other revenues 60 72
Total revenues 10 818 12 026
Expenses
Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life 
and health benefits

- 5 876 - 7 381  Higher than expected nat cats in 2011 partly offset by favourable
prior year reserve developments

Return credited to policyholders
Acquisition costs - 1 722 - 1 848  Driven by higher premiums earned in 2011
Other expenses - 1 123 - 1 318  Largely driven by fx movements
Interest expenses - 291 - 155  Debt matured in 2011 and positive hedging impact
Total expenses - 9 012 - 10 702
Income before income tax expenses 1 806 1 324
Income tax expense - 456 - 65  Lower than normal tax rate due to one off related to Group 

structure change
Net income/loss before attribution of non-
controlling interests

1 350 1 259

Income /loss attributable to non-controlling 
interests

- 148 - 160

Net income/loss attributable to common 
shareholders

1 202 1 099

1 2010 figures are indicative, pro-forma
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aLife & Health Reinsurance
P&L 2011 vs 2010 

USD millions 20101 2011 Main driver of change
Revenues
Premiums earned 7 864 8 317  Increased premiums and fee income driven by traditional life and 

health business in Asia and traditional life in the US
Fee income from policyholders 84 87
Net investment income/loss 1 436 1 574  Deployment of cash in govt bonds, partially offset by lower yields
Net realised investment gains/losses 266 1 125  High gains on sale of govt bonds and m-t-m gains due to low 

interest rates
Other revenues
Total revenues 9 650 11 103
Expenses
Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life 
and health benefits

- 5 884 - 6 280  Favourable morbidity and mortality experience compared to 
expectations, but mortality less favourable than prior year

Return credited to policyholders - 85 - 34
Acquisition costs - 1 643 - 1 745  Primarily driven by new business volume in 2011
Other expenses - 624 - 716  Largely driven by fx movements
Interest expenses - 570 - 579
Total expenses - 8 806 - 9 354
Income before income tax expenses 844 1 749
Income tax expense -213 -85  Lower than normal tax rate due to one off related to Group 

structure change
Net income/loss before attribution of non-
controlling interests

631 1 664

Income /loss attributable to non-controlling 
interests
Net income/loss attributable to common 
shareholders

631 1 664

1 2010 figures are indicative, pro-forma
Unit-linked  and with-profit investment income and investment gains/losses: 13m in 2010, -25m in 2011
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aCorporate Solutions 
P&L 2011 vs 2010 
USD millions 20101 2011 Main driver of change
Revenues
Premiums earned 1 689 1 929  Higher volumes in Property across most units, Casualty (North 

America) & Credit
Fee income from policyholders
Net investment income/loss 95 104  Primarily driven by UBF Seguros acquisition in 2011
Net realised investment gains/losses 205 214  Sales of government bonds, partially offset by m-t-m on 

derivatives
Other revenues 6 
Total revenues 1 989 2 253
Expenses
Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life 
and health benefits

-1 387 - 1 461  Gross nat cat losses in 2010 were higher than 2011, but were 
partially offset by recovery under the 'pro-forma'2 intra-group 
retro program. Large losses in 2011 were below the attachment 
point of pro-forma retro program

Return credited to policyholders
Acquisition costs - 134 - 180  Driven by higher premiums written in 2011
Other expenses - 349 - 442  Driven by growth initiatives and fx movements
Interest expenses - 2 -2
Total expenses - 1 872 - 2 085
Income before income tax expenses 117 168
Income tax expense -50 -87  Higher than normal tax rate due to Group structure change
Net income/loss before attribution of non-
controlling interests

67 81

Income /loss attributable to non-controlling 
interests
Net income/loss attributable to common 
shareholders

67 81

1 2010 figures are indicative, pro-forma
2 The 2012 CorSo reinsurance program with P&C Re has been modelled, on a 'pro-forma' basis, as if it existed in 2010 and 2011, for comparative 

purposes
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a
USD millions 20101 2011 Main driver of change
Revenues
Premiums earned 886 897  Driven by lower income on unit-linked business in the UK due to 

poor financial market performance
Fee income from policyholders 834 789
Net investment income/loss 2 370 2 424
Net realised investment gains/losses 2 364 - 986  M-t-m losses on assets held in connection with unit-linked 

business in the UK
Other revenues
Total revenues 6 454 3 124
Expenses
Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life 
and health benefits

- 2 344 - 2 119  Lower investment return on participating business in the UK partly 
offset by impact from model and assumption updates

Return credited to policyholders - 3 286 - 27  Reflects lower investment losses on unit-linked business
Acquisition costs - 186 - 233  Higher PVFP amortisation reflecting poor investment performance 

partially offset by favorable impact from mortality and persistency 
experience in 2011

Other expenses - 271 - 466  Mainly driven by cost of restructuring, transaction costs and fx
movements

Interest expenses - 61 - 61
Total expenses - 6 148 - 2 906
Income before income tax expenses 306 218
Income tax expense - 37 123  Tax credit in 2011 due to write-down in value required in local 

statutory accounts
Net income/loss before attribution of non-
controlling interests

269 341

Income /loss attributable to non-controlling 
interests

-6 - 12

Net income/loss attributable to common 
shareholders

263 329

Admin Re® 
P&L 2011 vs 2010 

1 2010 figures are indicative, pro-forma
Unit-linked  and with-profit investment income and investment gains/losses: 2 955m in 2010, -378m in 2011
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aNew financial segments
P&L 2011
USD millions P&C Re L&H Re

Re-
insurance

Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re® Group items

Consoli-
dation Total

Revenues
Premiums earned 10 135 8 317 18 452 1 929 897 22 21 300
Fee income from policyholders 87 87 789 876
Net investment income/loss 1 307 1 574 2 881 104 2 424 135 -75 5 469
Net realised investment gains/losses 512 1 125 1 637 214 -986 -477 388
Other revenues 72 72 6 236 -264 50
Total revenues 12 026 11 103 23 129 2 253 3 124 -84 -339 28 083
Expenses
Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life and 
health benefits

-7 381 -6 280 -13 661 -1 461 -2 119 2 15 -17 224

Return credited to policyholders -34 -34 -27 -61
Acquisition costs -1 848 -1 745 -3 593 -180 -233 -8 -7 -4 021
Other expenses -1 318 -716 -2 034 -442 -466 -372 263 -3 051
Interest expenses -155 -579 -734 -2 -61 -122 68 -851
Total expenses -10 702 -9 354 -20 056 -2 085 -2 906 -500 339 -25 208
Income before income tax expenses 1 324 1 749 3 073 168 218 -584 2 875
Income tax expense -65 -85 -150 -87 123 37 -77
Net income/loss before attribution of non-
controlling interests

1 259 1 664 2 923 81 341 -547 2 798

Income/loss attributable to non-controlling 
interests

-160 -160 -12 -172

Net income/loss attributable to common 
shareholders

1 099 1 664 2 763 81 329 -547 2 626

Benefit ratio 74.5%

Claims ratio 72.8% 75.7% 73.3%

Expense ratio 31.2% 32.2% 31.4%

Combined ratio 104.0% 107.9% 104.7%

Unit-linked  and with-profit investment income and investment gains/losses: -25m in L&H Re and -378m in Admin Re®
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a
31 December 2011, USD millions P&C Re L&H Re

Re-
insurance

Corporate 
Solutions

Admin 
Re®

Group 
items

Consoli-
dation Total

Assets
Fixed income securities 28 611 32 217 60 828 4 501 35 361 628 101 318
Equity securities     1 459 902 2 361 403 15 472 477 18 713
Other investments 18 791 3 691 22 482 213 6 777 2 819 - 4 492 27 799
Short-term investments 7 004 3 368 10 372 973 1 830 1 219 14 394
Cash and cash equivalents 6 550 2 367 8 917 685 1 472 333 11 407
Deferred acquisition costs 1 247 2 663 3 910 - 25 34 4 3 923
Acquired present value of future profits 1 674 1 674 2 552 4 226
Reinsurance recoverable 4 951 2 902 7 853 9 900 3 641 - 9 557 11 837
Other reinsurance assets 12 500 10 133 22 633 2 147 358 3 - 4 636 20 505
Goodwill 2 006 2 028 4 034 17 4 051
Other 4 769 1 886 6 655 1 249 791 163 -1 132 7 726
Total assets 87 888 63 831 151 719 20 063 68 288 5 646 - 19 817 225 899
Liabilities
Unpaid claims and claim adjustment 
expenses

49 451 9 310 58 761 12 465 1 695 24 - 8 067 64 878

Liabilities for life and health policy benefits 18 367 18 367 198 21 229 - 750 39 044
Policyholder account balances 2 423 2 423 32 486 - 747 34 162
Other reinsurance liabilities 11 334 2 056 13 390 4 654 2 143 14 - 5 504 14 697
Short-term debt 856 797 1 653 230 963 2 674 - 1 393 4 127
Long-term debt 3 376 12 930 16 306 235 16 541
Other 11 209 8 976 20 185 229 1 980 2 074 - 3 305 21 163
Total liabilities 76 226 54 859 131 085 17 776 60 496 5 021 - 19 766 194 612
Shareholders' equity 10 389 8 972 19 361 2 277 7 378 625 - 51 29 590
Non-controlling interests 1 273 1 273 10 414 1 697
Total equity 11 662 8 972 20 634 2 287 7 792 625 - 51 31 287

Total liabilities and equity 87 888 63 831 151 719 20 063 68 288 5 646 - 19 817 225 899

New financial segments
Balance sheet YE 2011 

Unit-linked  and with-profit assets included above: 722m in L&H Re and 23 559m in Admin Re®
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a
Shareholders' equity FY 2011

1 2010 figures are indicative, pro-forma

USD millions P&C Re L&H Re
Re-

insurance
Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re®

Group 
items

End FY 2011
Total
(after 

consolidation)

End FY 
20101

Total
(after 

consolidation)

Opening shareholders' equity 9 629 6 698 16 327 2 112 5 759 1 144 25 342 25 344

Convertible perpetual capital 
instrument (CPCI)

-2 670

Net income attributable to 
common shareholders

1 099 1 664 2 763 81 329 -547 2 626 863

Dividends -555 -480 -1 035 -1 035 -319

Other -283 -240 -523 5 -8 2 -575 -139

Net change in unrealised 
gains/losses

499 1 330 1 829 79 1 298 26 3 232 2 263

Shareholders' equity 10 389 8 972 19 361 2 277 7 378 625 29 590 25 342

Non controlling interests 1 273 1 273 10 414 1 697 1 564

Total equity 11 662 8 972 20 634 2 287 7 792 625 31 287 26 906
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a
USD millions P&C Re L&H Re

Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re®

Group 
items

Consoli-
dation Total

Revenues

Premiums earned 2 641 2 110 553 220 5 524

Fee income from policyholders 23 191 214

Net investment income/loss 251 360 18 615 13 3 1 260

Net realised investment gains/losses 192 492 44 1 082 -464 1 346

Other revenues 43 1 60 -89 15

Total revenues 3 127 2 985 616 2 108 -391 -86 8 359

Expenses
Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life and health 
benefits -1 680 -1 516 -388 -742 -1 8 -4 319

Return credited to policyholders -68 -1 264 -1 332

Acquisition costs -500 -463 -73 31 -1 -6 -1 012

Other expenses -354 -196 -114 -123 -100 68 -819

Interest expenses -40 -140 -15 -27 16 -206

Total expenses -2 574 -2 383 -575 -2 113 -129 86 -7 688

Income before income tax expenses 553 602 41 -5 -520 671

Income tax expense 13 31 -38 71 190 267

Net income/loss before attribution of non-controlling interests 566 633 3 66 -330 938

Income /loss attributable to non-controlling interests 49 1 -5 45

Net income/loss attributable to common shareholders 615 633 4 61 -330 983

Benefit ratio 72.6%

Claims ratio 63.6% 70.2% 64.7%

Expense ratio 32.3% 33.8% 32.6%

Combined ratio 95.9% 104.0% 97.3%

P&L Q4 2011

Unit-linked  and with-profit investment income and investment gains/losses: 38m in L&H Re and 1 247m in Admin Re®
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a
USD millions P&C Re L&H Re

Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re®

Group 
items

Consoli-
dation Total

Revenues

Premiums earned 2 878 2 114 523 220 2 5 737
Fee income from policyholders 22 190 212
Net investment income/loss 225 430 33 590 39 -27 1 290
Net realised investment gains/losses 170 447 103 -2 351 30 -1 601
Other revenues 12 -1 65 -66 10
Total revenues 3 285 3 013 658 -1 351 136 -93 5 648
Expenses

Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life and health 
benefits -1 510 -1 731 -388 -310 -3 2 -3 940
Return credited to policyholders 82 2 111 2 193
Acquisition costs -468 -425 -40 -178 -4 -1 115
Other expenses -366 -202 -130 -139 -164 77 -924
Interest expenses -39 -153 -15 -25 18 -214
Total expenses -2 383 -2 429 -558 1 469 -192 93 -4 000
Income before income tax expenses 902 584 100 118 -56 1 648
Income tax expense -84 -92 -33 84 -81 -206
Net income/loss before attribution of non-controlling interests

818 492 67 202 -137 1 442
Income /loss attributable to non-controlling interests -87 -7 -94
Net income/loss attributable to common shareholders 731 492 67 195 -137 1 348

Benefit ratio 76.7%

Claims ratio 52.5% 74.2% 55.8%

Expense ratio 29.0% 32.5% 29.5%

Combined ratio 81.5% 106.7% 85.3%

P&L Q3 2011

Unit-linked  and with-profit investment income and investment gains/losses: -89m in L&H Re and -2 255m in Admin Re®
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a
P&L Q2 2011

Unit-linked  and with-profit investment income and investment gains/losses: -32m in L&H Re and 466m in Admin Re®

USD millions P&C Re L&H Re
Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re®

Group 
items

Consoli-
dation Total

Revenues

Premiums earned 2 395 2 098 439 223 2 5 157

Fee income from policyholders 21 208 229

Net investment income/loss 473 404 29 634 42 -25 1 557

Net realised investment gains/losses -148 322 47 250 -25 446

Other revenues 13 2 54 -55 14

Total revenues 2 733 2 845 517 1 315 73 -80 7 403

Expenses
Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life and health 
benefits -1 059 -1 535 -287 -541 5 -3 417

Return credited to policyholders 16 -575 -559

Acquisition costs -478 -454 -42 -32 -2 -1 008

Other expenses -333 -177 -108 -126 -52 63 -733

Interest expenses -35 -154 -1 -16 -23 17 -212

Total expenses -1 905 -2 304 -438 -1 290 -72 80 -5 929

Income before income tax expenses 828 541 79 25 1 1 474

Income tax expense -340 -16 -26 -1 -29 -412

Net income/loss before attribution of non-controlling interests 488 525 53 24 -28 1 062

Income /loss attributable to non-controlling interests -103 -1 2 -102

Net income/loss attributable to common shareholders 385 525 52 26 -28 960

Benefit ratio 72.4%

Claims ratio 44.2% 65.4% 47.5%

Expense ratio 33.9% 34.2% 33.9%

Combined ratio 78.1% 99.5% 81.4%
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a
USD millions P&C Re L&H Re

Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re®

Group 
items

Consoli-
dation Total

Revenues

Premiums earned 2 221 1 995 414 234 18 4 882
Fee income from policyholders 21 200 221
Net investment income/loss 358 380 24 585 41 -26 1 362
Net realised investment gains/losses 298 -136 20 33 -18 197
Other revenues 4 4 57 -54 11
Total revenues 2 881 2 260 462 1 052 98 -80 6 673
Expenses

Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life and health 
benefits -3 132 -1 498 -398 -526 1 5 -5 548
Return credited to policyholders -64 -299 -363
Acquisition costs -402 -403 -25 -54 -5 3 -886
Other expenses -265 -141 -90 -78 -56 55 -575
Interest expenses -41 -132 -1 -15 -47 17 -219
Total expenses -3 840 -2 238 -514 -972 -107 80 -7 591
Income before income tax expenses -959 22 -52 80 -9 -918
Income tax expense 346 -8 10 -31 -43 274
Net income/loss before attribution of non-controlling interests -613 14 -42 49 -52 -644
Income /loss attributable to non-controlling interests -19 -2 -21
Net income/loss attributable to common shareholders -632 14 -42 47 -52 -665

Benefit ratio 76.3%

Claims ratio 141.0% 96.1% 134.0%

Expense ratio 30.0% 27.8% 29.7%

Combined ratio 171.0% 123.9% 163.7%

P&L Q1 2011

Unit-linked  and with-profit investment income and investment gains/losses: 58m in L&H Re and 164m in Admin Re®
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a
USD millions P&C Re L&H Re

Re-
insurance

Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re® Group items

Consoli-
dation Total

Revenues
Premiums earned 9 191 7 864 17 055 1 689 886 22 19 652
Fee income from policyholders 84 84 834 918
Net investment income/loss 1 205 1 436 2 641 95 2 370 378 -62 5 422
Net realised investment gains/losses 362 266 628 205 2 364 -414 2 783
Other revenues 60 60 215 -215 60
Total revenues 10 818 9 650 20 468 1 989 6 454 201 -277 28 835
Expenses
Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life and 
health benefits

-5 876 -5 884 -11 760 -1 387 -2 344 -54 55 -15 490

Return credited to policyholders -85 -85 -3 286 -3 371
Acquisition costs -1 722 -1 643 -3 365 -134 -186 6 -3 679
Other expenses -1 123 -624 -1 747 -349 -271 -321 162 -2 526
Interest expenses -291 -570 -861 -2 -61 -230 60 -1 094
Total expenses -9 012 -8 806 -17 818 -1 872 -6 148 -599 277 -26 160
Income before income tax expenses 1 806 844 2 650 117 306 -398 2 675
Income tax expense -456 -213 -669 -50 -37 215 -541
Net income/loss before attribution of non-
controlling interests

1 350 631 1 981 67 269 -183 2 134

Income/loss attributable to non-controlling 
interests

-148 -148 -6 -154

Convertible perpetual capital instrument -1 117 -1 117
Net income/loss attributable to common 
shareholders

1 202 631 1 833 67 263 -1 300 863

Benefit ratio 74.7%

Claims ratio 63.9% 82.1% 66.8%

Expense ratio 31.0% 28.6% 30.6%

Combined ratio 94.9% 110.7% 97.4%

New financial segments
Indicative, pro-forma P&L 2010

Unit-linked  and with-profit investment income and investment gains/losses: 13m in L&H Re and  2 955m in Admin Re®
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a
USD millions P&C Re L&H Re

Re-
insurance

Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re® Group items

Consoli-
dation Total

Revenues
Premiums earned 10 979 8 944 19 923 1 800 903 38 22 664
Fee income from policyholders 78 78 769 847
Net investment income/loss 1 641 1 590 3 231 158 2 279 800 -69 6 399
Net realised investment gains/losses -982 -527 -1 509 133 2 898 -647 875
Other revenues 160 8 168 4 -1 255 -248 178
Total revenues 11 798 10 093 21 891 2 095 6 848 446 -317 30 963
Expenses
Claims and claim adjustment expenses; Life and 
health benefits

-6 801 -6 344 -13 145 -1 224 -2 297 -366 57 -16 975

Return credited to policyholders -521 -521 -4 076 -4 597
Acquisition costs -2 010 -2 005 -4 015 -194 -286 -4 495
Other expenses -1 303 -729 -2 032 -441 -315 -377 200 -2 965
Interest expenses -281 -598 -879 -61 -131 60 -1 011
Total expenses -10 395 -10 197 -20 592 -1 859 -7 035 -874 317 -30 043
Income before income tax expenses 1 403 -104 1 299 236 -187 -428 920
Income tax expense -419 31 -388 -85 67 185 -221
Net income/loss before attribution of non-
controlling interests

984 -73 911 151 -120 -243 699

Income/loss attributable to non-controlling 
interests
Convertible perpetual capital instrument -203 -203
Net income/loss attributable to common 
shareholders

984 -73 911 151 -120 -446 496

Benefit ratio 72.4%

Claims ratio 61.9% 68.0% 62.8%

Expense ratio 30.2% 35.3% 30.9%

Combined ratio 92.1% 103.3% 93.7%

New financial segments
Indicative, pro-forma P&L 2009

Unit-linked  and with-profit investment income and investment gains/losses: 473m in L&H Re and  3 849m in Admin Re®
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EVM segmental income statement 2011 
31 December 2011, USD millions P&C Re L&H Re Reinsurance

Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re® Group items Total

Underwriting result
New business result

Premium and fees 12 650 8 737 21 387 2 085 1 147 24 619
Claims and benefits -7 948 -6 379 -14 327 -1 139 -712 - 16 178
Commissions -2 140 -1 004 -3 144 -277 -94 - 3 515
Expenses -1195 -614 -1 809 -485 -171 -157 - 2 622
Other -79 -55 -134 -4 -16 - 154
Taxes -335 -81 -416 -60 -45 103 - 418
Capital costs -359 -325 -684 -127 -26 -2 - 839

New business profit 594 279 873 -7 83 -56 893
Previous years' business profit -182 537 355 -27 -307 -140 - 119

Profit underwriting 412 816 1 228 -34 -224 -196 774
Investment result

Outperformance -405 139 -266 57 -474 -160 - 843
Expenses -163 -71 -234 -17 -71 -37 - 359
Other 37 24 61 5 26 92
Taxes 331 -575 -244 30 147 53 -14
Capital costs -561 -253 -814 -39 -426 -75 - 1 354

Profit investment activities -761 -736 -1 497 36 -798 -219 - 2 478
Total profit -349 80 -269 2 -1 022 -415 - 1 704
Release of total current year capital costs 787 1 121 1 908 182 478 -67 2 501
Income 438 1 201 1 639 184 -544 -482 797
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EVM balance sheet 2011 

31 December 2011, USD millions P&C Re L&H Re Reinsurance
Corporate 
Solutions Admin Re® Group items

Consoli-
dation Total

Assets
Investments 55 741 40 792 96 533 6 072 63 083 5 095 -4 381 166 402
Cash and cash equivalents 6 550 2 367 8 917 685 1 472 333 0 11 407
In-force business assets 10 939 178 615 189 554 227 11 264 3 0 201 048
External retrocession assets 7 147 49 235 56 382 1 798 4 671 0 0 62 851
Other assets 2 925 995 3 920 118 653 109 0 4 800
Total assets 83 302 272 004 355 306 8 900 81 143 5 540 -4 381 446 508

Liabilities
In-force business liabilities 50 449 187 674 238 123 5 382 71 406 3 204 0 318 115
External retrocession liabilities 2 754 48 345 51 099 225 2 969 0 0 54 293
Provision for capital costs 1 009 4 447 5 456 307 978 0 0 6 741
Future income tax liability 680 3 014 3 694 -111 -357 47 0 3 273
Debt 4 084 14 675 18 759 232 1 100 2 844 -1 332 21 603
Other liabilities 11 119 2 670 13 789 275 511 1 875 -2 998 13 452
Total liabilities 70 095 260 825 330 920 6 310 76 607 7 970 -4 330 417 477

Economic net worth (ENW) 13 207 11 179 24 386 2 590 4 536 -2 430 -51 29 031
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 All assets and liabilities in monoliner companies are fully assigned to one 
financial segment, e.g. SRAC1 to P&C Re, SRLHA2 to L&H Re

 In composite carriers (e.g. SRZ3) insurance assets and liabilities are split into P&C 
Re or L&H Re based on the underlying reinsurance business

 Legacy positions were allocated to Group items

 Debt was allocated according to funding purpose (e.g. L&H transactions)

 Segmentation of assets and liabilities results in strong capital adequacy positions 
for P&C Re and L&H Re based on Swiss Re's internal capital model, as well as for 
regulatory solvency (Solvency I, SST) and rating capital

1 Swiss Reinsurance America Corp.
2 Swiss Re Life & Health America Inc.
3 Swiss Reinsurance Company Ltd

 Reinsurance Business Unit has one balance sheet determining financial 
strength and diversification, split for reporting purposes in two segments

US GAAP methodology
Segmentation of Reinsurance balance sheet
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aUS GAAP methodology
Segmentation of Corporate Solutions and Admin Re® 
balance sheets

 The Corporate Solutions balance sheet reflects the pre-existing legal 
entities used to write business, based on bottom-up information

– This includes the impact from intra-group transactions with P&C Re

– However, the P&L for all comparative periods anticipates recaptures of certain 
intra-group retrocessions occurring in the course of 2012

– This is necessary to ensure comparability of Corporate Solutions results in all 
years presented, and future periods

 The Admin Re® balance sheet reflects the pre-existing legal entities used 
to write business, based on bottom-up information

– Admin Re® business was written in separate legal entities before the carve-out

 Corporate Solutions and Admin Re® with stand-alone balance sheets, 
based on dedicated carriers
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 EVM is Swiss Re’s integrated economic measurement and steering 
framework used for planning, pricing, reserving and managing the 
business. EVM: 
– Splits performance of underwriting and investment activities

– Recognises all profits on new business at inception, changes in estimates as 
they occur and excludes future new business

– Values assets and liabilities on a market consistent basis

– Reflects best estimates

– Measures performance after capital costs

EVM methodology

 Segmentation of Reinsurance, Corporate Solutions and Admin Re® 
balance sheet consistent with US GAAP methodology 
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Comparison SST and S&P model

SST S&P

Available 
capital

General  SST builds on EVM ENW, so is based on economic principles  S&P builds on US GAAP shareholders' equity and allows 
partial adjustments to reflect economics

Assets
 Fully m-t-m

 No credit for goodwill 

 Fully m-t-m

 No credit for goodwill, no credit for P&C DAC

Insurance liabilities

 Best estimates plus market value margin

 Risk-free discounting

 Market-consistent interest rate revaluation

 Based on US GAAP liabilities (L&H discounted at locked-
in rates, P&C undiscounted)

 Adjustments are made to approximate economic value

Financial liabilities  M-t-m but no credit for own-credit risk except for hybrids  M-t-m, in line with US GAAP

Hybrid debt recognition  Credit based on tiering limits  Credit based on tiering limits

Required 
capital

Risk measure  99% tail VaR (shortfall)  Based on 99.7% VaR for AA

Diversification credit  Diversification recognised  Diversification recognised

Concentration risk  No explicit capital charge, separate disclosure  Specific charge

Sensitivities

Interest rate changes  Full economic recognition on available and required capital
 Partial economic recognition on available and required 

capital

Credit spread changes  Full economic recognition on available and required capital  Full economic recognition on available capital

FX changes  Full economic recognition on available and required capital
 Partial economic recognition on available capital, based 

on US GAAP rules

Basis and frequency of analysis
 Semi-annual assessment based on one year forward looking 

projection
 Semi-annual assessment based on factual information
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aCorporate Solutions
Combined ratio as published and adjusted

2009 2010 2011
Combined ratio as published 103.3% 110.7% 107.9%

Adjustments:
 Prior year development -4.9% -1.5% -11.8%
 Unwind of discount -2.9% -2.5% -1.8%
 Expense allocations and 

portfolio differences1 -6.6% -3.7% -1.0%

Combined ratio, adjusted 88.9% 103.0% 93.3%

1 Expense (cost for loss adjustment expenses, acquisition costs, etc) allocation difference is most pronounced in old years 

 Adjusted numbers provided are a better guide to future 
performance of Corporate Solutions
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This presentation includes information on Economic Value Management (“EVM”) which contains non-GAAP 
financial measures. EVM is not based on US GAAP, which are the principles in accordance with which Swiss Re 
prepares its financial statements, and should not be viewed as a substitute for US GAAP financial measures. 
Among other items, the EVM income statement (and its components) should not be viewed as a substitute for the 
income statement (and its line items) included as part of Swiss Re’s US GAAP consolidated financial statements, 
and the Economic net worth figure should not be viewed as a substitute for shareholders’ equity as reported in 
Swiss Re’s US GAAP consolidated balance sheet. Nonetheless, Swiss Re believes that EVM provides meaningful 
additional measures to evaluate its business.     

Cautionary note on 
non-GAAP financial measures
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aCautionary note on 
forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements and illustrations provide current expectations of future events based on certain 
assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact. 
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate“, “assume“, “believe“, “continue“, “estimate“, “expect“, “foresee“, “intend“, 
“may increase“ and “may fluctuate“ and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “will“, “should“, “would“ and “could“. These forward-looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Swiss Re’s actual results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, 
liquidity position or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, liquidity position or prospects expressed 
or implied by such statements. Such factors include, among others:
 further instability affecting the global financial system and developments related 

thereto, including as a result of concerns over, or adverse developments relating 
to, sovereign debt of euro area countries;

 further deterioration in global economic conditions;
 Swiss Re’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets, 

including sufficient liquidity to cover potential recapture of reinsurance 
agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due to 
actual or perceived deterioration of Swiss Re’s financial strength or otherwise;

 the effect of market conditions, including the global equity and credit markets, and 
the level and volatility of equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads, currency 
values and other market indices, on Swiss Re’s investment assets;

 changes in Swiss Re’s investment result as a result of changes in its investment 
policy or the changed composition of its investment assets, and the impact of the 
timing of any such changes relative to changes in market conditions;

 uncertainties in valuing credit default swaps and other credit-related instruments;
 possible inability to realise amounts on sales of securities on Swiss Re’s balance 

sheet equivalent to their mark-to-market values recorded for accounting purposes;
 the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realise tax loss carryforwards and the 

ability to realise deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in a 
jurisdiction or deemed change of control), which could negatively impact future 
earnings;

 the possibility that Swiss Re’s hedging arrangements may not be effective;
 the lowering or loss of financial strength or other ratings of Swiss Re companies, 

and developments adversely affecting Swiss Re’s ability to achieve improved 
ratings;

 the cyclicality of the reinsurance industry;

 uncertainties in estimating reserves;
 uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting, 

particularly with respect to large natural catastrophes, as significant 
uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such events and 
preliminary estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes 
available;

 the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events;
 acts of terrorism and acts of war;
 mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
 policy renewal and lapse rates;
 extraordinary events affecting Swiss Re’s clients and other counterparties, such 

as bankruptcies, liquidations and other credit-related events;
 current, pending and future legislation and regulation affecting Swiss Re or its 

ceding companies;
 legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including those in respect 

of industry requirements or business conduct rules of general applicability;
 changes in economic theory or principles;
 significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays, 

unexpected costs or other issues experienced in connection with any such 
transactions;

 changing levels of competition; 
 operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other internal 

procedures in managing the foregoing risks; and
 challenges in implementation, adverse responses from counterparties, 

regulators or rating agencies, or other issues arising from, or otherwise relating 
to, the changes in Swiss Re's corporate structure.

These factors are not exhaustive. Swiss Re operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States.  Any such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with 
applicable securities laws.
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Underwriting
Matthias Weber, Group Chief Underwriting Officer
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 Significant investment in R&D 

 Unified underwriting tools, processes and guidelines across the Group

 Cycle management and portfolio steering, including managing exposures 
through ILS and retro 

 Segregation of underwriting, sales and reserving functions

2

Swiss Re's approach to underwriting ...

Underwriting
 sets objective 

price 
 ensures 

adequacy of 
terms and 
conditions

Sales 
 has final 

decision on 
sales price… 

 …but 
performance 
measured vs
objective price

Reserving
 provides independent view on 

business written
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... leads to outperformance

1 Underwriting profit = GAAP premiums earned - claims and claims adjustment expenses - acquisition costs - other expenses
Top 8 reinsurers include: Swiss Re, Munich Re, Hannover Re, PartnerRe, SCOR, General Re, Everest Re, Transatlantic Re
Source: Swiss Re Economic Research and Consulting

Swiss Re’s P&C premium and underwriting profit share vs top 8 reinsurers 

3
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Premiums U/W profit (red=loss)

2011 
underwriting loss1:
 Top 8 reinsurers: 

USD 6.0bn in u/w loss
 Swiss Re:

USD 0.2bn in u/w loss
 Swiss Re premium share 

of 19%, share of u/w loss 
of 3%

 Swiss Re's underwriting outperformance in P&C

- 2006-2010: above average share in underwriting profits

- 2011: significantly below average share of underwriting loss
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 Re-/insurance is a 
knowledge business

 R&D provides a 
competitive 
advantage 

– requires economies 
of scale that are a 
barrier to entry

 Example

– Swiss Re's pandemic 
flu model determines 
the excess mortality 
caused by flu viruses 
of varying severities

R&D
A value driver in underwriting
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aPortfolio steering 
Concentrating on segments offering maximum value

5

 Ability to manage/steer risk globally across all business units and 
product types, with common risk metrics, are key to optimising capital 
allocation and maximising economic profit 
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aUnderwriting 
Setup

Reinsurance

CEO/EC

Corporate 
Solutions

Admin Re®
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 Swiss Re is fully committed to cycle management and portfolio steering

 Continued focus on maximising absolute economic profit, subject to 
Group risk appetite

 Chief Underwriting Office invests in R&D and continues to deliver the 
strategic underwriting capability at Group level

 Increased speed to market and proximity to clients as transactional 
underwriting is directly embedded in Business Units

 Decision matrix between underwriting and sales within each Business 
Unit

7

Conclusion

 Underwriting is a core strength of Swiss Re
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aCautionary note on 
forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements and illustrations provide current expectations of future events based on certain 
assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact. 
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate“, “assume“, “believe“, “continue“, “estimate“, “expect“, “foresee“, “intend“, 
“may increase“ and “may fluctuate“ and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “will“, “should“, “would“ and “could“. These forward-looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Swiss Re’s actual results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, 
liquidity position or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, liquidity position or prospects expressed 
or implied by such statements. Such factors include, among others:
 further instability affecting the global financial system and developments related 

thereto, including as a result of concerns over, or adverse developments relating 
to, sovereign debt of euro area countries;

 further deterioration in global economic conditions;
 Swiss Re’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets, 

including sufficient liquidity to cover potential recapture of reinsurance 
agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due to 
actual or perceived deterioration of Swiss Re’s financial strength or otherwise;

 the effect of market conditions, including the global equity and credit markets, and 
the level and volatility of equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads, currency 
values and other market indices, on Swiss Re’s investment assets;

 changes in Swiss Re’s investment result as a result of changes in its investment 
policy or the changed composition of its investment assets, and the impact of the 
timing of any such changes relative to changes in market conditions;

 uncertainties in valuing credit default swaps and other credit-related instruments;
 possible inability to realise amounts on sales of securities on Swiss Re’s balance 

sheet equivalent to their mark-to-market values recorded for accounting purposes;
 the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realise tax loss carryforwards and the 

ability to realise deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in a 
jurisdiction or deemed change of control), which could negatively impact future 
earnings;

 the possibility that Swiss Re’s hedging arrangements may not be effective;
 the lowering or loss of financial strength or other ratings of Swiss Re companies, 

and developments adversely affecting Swiss Re’s ability to achieve improved 
ratings;

 the cyclicality of the reinsurance industry;

 uncertainties in estimating reserves;
 uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting, 

particularly with respect to large natural catastrophes, as significant 
uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such events and 
preliminary estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes 
available;

 the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events;
 acts of terrorism and acts of war;
 mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
 policy renewal and lapse rates;
 extraordinary events affecting Swiss Re’s clients and other counterparties, such 

as bankruptcies, liquidations and other credit-related events;
 current, pending and future legislation and regulation affecting Swiss Re or its 

ceding companies;
 legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including those in respect 

of industry requirements or business conduct rules of general applicability;
 changes in economic theory or principles;
 significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays, 

unexpected costs or other issues experienced in connection with any such 
transactions;

 changing levels of competition; 
 operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other internal 

procedures in managing the foregoing risks; and
 challenges in implementation, adverse responses from counterparties, 

regulators or rating agencies, or other issues arising from, or otherwise relating 
to, the changes in Swiss Re's corporate structure.

These factors are not exhaustive. Swiss Re operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States.  Any such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with 
applicable securities laws.
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Risk Management
David Cole, Group Chief Risk Officer
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aRisk Management
Introduction

CRO
Reinsurance

Group 
Chief Risk Officer

CRO
Corporate 
Solutions

CRO
Admin Re®

 Risk Management structure aligned with the Group
 Increased ability to support BUs in accepting good risks while 

maintaining oversight

Central 
RM

units

 BU CROs are members of 
respective management 
teams; independence 
maintained by solid 
reporting line to Group CRO

 Central Risk Management 
units establish and maintain 
the overall risk framework

 Provides checks and 
balances to BU risk and 
actuarial teams

2
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GROUP 
LEVEL 
ROLE

Setting up 
framework to 
enable good 
risk taking

BUSINESS 
UNIT

OVERSIGHT

 Proposing Business Unit risk policies and risk limits consistent with 
Group risk policy, monitor exposure against Business Unit limits

 Advising on risk-taking activities of the Business Units, providing 
independent sign-off on material risk decisions

 Measuring economic capital adequacy & liquidity risk against targets
 Validating pricing models
 Executing second line of defence assurance

Monitoring, 
ensuring 
adherence to 
risk framework

BUSINESS  
UNIT

SERVICING

 Calculating policy and claims reserves
 Conducting economic valuations
 Conducting risk reporting

Day-to-day 
reserving and 
reporting 
activities

Risk Management mandate
Control and oversight of Group and Business Units

 Proposing Group risk policies and risk limits, monitoring exposure 
against Group limits

 Developing and maintaining risk models
 Measuring economic capital requirements
 Identifying, measuring, monitoring & reporting on risk developments
 Managing relationships with external stakeholders related to Risk 

Management
 Designing & managing an integrated second line of defence

3
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aRisk Management is embedded in the 
Group and Business Units' steering process

 Group Risk Policy and tolerance

 Part of all decision taking bodies
concerned with risk taking

 Large transaction approval

 Risk Management standards

 Risk model outputs used 
as inputs in optimisation 
for plan

 Testing of risk tolerance

 Limit monitoring

 Accumulation control

 Reporting of risk 
changes and impact 
on capital adequacy

Capital
allocation

&
target

setting

Portfolio &  
performance 

measure-
ment

Decision
making

Strategy
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4%

Standalone shortfall based on 1-year 
99% Tail VaR of USD 27.2 billion1…

Diversification
Financial 
Market 

51%
L&H 
24%

P&C 
18%

Credit 
7%

USD 16.7bn

… results in a Group capital requirement after 
allowing for diversification of USD 16.7 billion.

Risks are diversified across the Group

Financial 
Market
39%

L&H 26%

P&C 28%

Credit
7%

1 Simple sum, as of 31 Dec 2011, prior to diversification; both pre- and post-diversification capital requirements are 
for internal model and disclosed in 2011 annual report

Credit spread 27%
Equity 13%
Foreign exchange 4%
Other FM risk 7%

Mortality trend 13%
Lethal pandemic 13%
Longevity -2%

Costing & Reserving 5%
Inflation 4%
TC North Atlantic 2%
Other P&C 7%
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 Risk Management is core to Swiss Re's business model

 Embedded in all of Swiss Re's risk-taking activities

 Mandated and structured to support and control both Swiss Re Group and 
the Business Units

 Independence maintained by Business Unit dedicated risk units reporting 
to Group CRO, with strong mandate to challenge

Summary

 Long-term stability and growth supported by fully integrated view of risk
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aCautionary note on 
forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements and illustrations provide current expectations of future events based on certain 
assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact. 
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate“, “assume“, “believe“, “continue“, “estimate“, “expect“, “foresee“, “intend“, 
“may increase“ and “may fluctuate“ and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “will“, “should“, “would“ and “could“. These forward-looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Swiss Re’s actual results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, 
liquidity position or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, liquidity position or prospects expressed 
or implied by such statements. Such factors include, among others:
 further instability affecting the global financial system and developments related 

thereto, including as a result of concerns over, or adverse developments relating 
to, sovereign debt of euro area countries;

 further deterioration in global economic conditions;
 Swiss Re’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets, 

including sufficient liquidity to cover potential recapture of reinsurance 
agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due to 
actual or perceived deterioration of Swiss Re’s financial strength or otherwise;

 the effect of market conditions, including the global equity and credit markets, and 
the level and volatility of equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads, currency 
values and other market indices, on Swiss Re’s investment assets;

 changes in Swiss Re’s investment result as a result of changes in its investment 
policy or the changed composition of its investment assets, and the impact of the 
timing of any such changes relative to changes in market conditions;

 uncertainties in valuing credit default swaps and other credit-related instruments;
 possible inability to realise amounts on sales of securities on Swiss Re’s balance 

sheet equivalent to their mark-to-market values recorded for accounting purposes;
 the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realise tax loss carryforwards and the 

ability to realise deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in a 
jurisdiction or deemed change of control), which could negatively impact future 
earnings;

 the possibility that Swiss Re’s hedging arrangements may not be effective;
 the lowering or loss of financial strength or other ratings of Swiss Re companies, 

and developments adversely affecting Swiss Re’s ability to achieve improved 
ratings;

 the cyclicality of the reinsurance industry;

 uncertainties in estimating reserves;
 uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting, 

particularly with respect to large natural catastrophes, as significant 
uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such events and 
preliminary estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes 
available;

 the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events;
 acts of terrorism and acts of war;
 mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
 policy renewal and lapse rates;
 extraordinary events affecting Swiss Re’s clients and other counterparties, such 

as bankruptcies, liquidations and other credit-related events;
 current, pending and future legislation and regulation affecting Swiss Re or its 

ceding companies;
 legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including those in respect 

of industry requirements or business conduct rules of general applicability;
 changes in economic theory or principles;
 significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays, 

unexpected costs or other issues experienced in connection with any such 
transactions;

 changing levels of competition; 
 operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other internal 

procedures in managing the foregoing risks; and
 challenges in implementation, adverse responses from counterparties, 

regulators or rating agencies, or other issues arising from, or otherwise relating 
to, the changes in Swiss Re's corporate structure.

These factors are not exhaustive. Swiss Re operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States.  Any such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with 
applicable securities laws.
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Asset Management
David J. Blumer, Group Chief Investment Officer
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 Asset Management function remains responsible for managing both 
the Group's and the Business Units' (BUs) investments

 A top-down group-wide consistent investment strategy is prudently 
applied across the BUs

 The BUs' Asset Liability Management (ALM) characteristics and 
objectives are reflected in the BUs' strategic asset allocations (SAAs)

 ALM is the cornerstone of the investment process

 Integrated risk allocation principles are used to allocate capital and 
manage risk

2

Asset Management
Introduction
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Asset Management
Integrated investment process at Group and BU levels

Top-down
investment view

 Investment 
views and 
market 
scenarios

 Determine 
preferred 
investment 
universe

Business 
considerations

 Business Units' 
characteristics, 
objectives and 
considerations

 Risk 
parameterisation
and modeling

Capital/liquidity 
considerations

 Internal and 
external capital 
and liquidity 
requirements 

 Detailed analysis 
of the current 
portfolio  

 Target metrics 
applied

Group SAA / 
BU SAAs

 BU SAAs tailored 
to their needs 
and objectives

 Group and BU 
SAAs consistent 
with top-down 
investment 
strategy and 
capital and 
liquidity capacity
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Sustainability 
factors

Policy 
stimulus

Risk 
appetite 

index

Asset 
allocation 
scorecard

Fiscal 
vulnerability 

radar
Baseline 
scenario

Risk-
reward

Macro
base-
line

Market 
con-

sensus

Country 
selection

Tail
risks

Relative 
value

Asset 
flows
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Asset Management 
Consistent top-down investment strategy

a) Baseline and alternative scenarios b) Trigger points

Trigger 
points 
defined 
to assess if 
moving 
within or 
away from 
baseline 
scenario

c) Key market drivers

Fiscal 
development
EM inflation

US housing

Policy

etc…

Tools developed to monitor 
key market drivers

Identify key 
market drivers

Impact? Adjustment needed?

d) Constantly observe impact on baseline – adjust, if necessary
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Asset Management
Governance

 Investment 
governance at 
Group level largely 
unchanged

 BUs' considerations 
and needs reflected 
in investment 
governance 
structure

 Consistency of 
investment strategy 
between Group and 
BUs fully ensured

Unchanged at
Group level

Reinsurance Corporate Solutions Admin Re®

Asset Management consolidates 
Group SAA reflecting Business Units' SAA

EC approves Group 
strategic asset allocation (SAA) 

Group
BoD

New Business
Units level

SAA approved by governing Boards
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Investment mix and mid-term plan
Business Units and Group
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 Flexible and transparent investment strategy and process upheld

– Matching liabilities at Group and BU level with corresponding assets 
based on economic view and within defined limits and controls

 Controlled and structured investment decisions at all levels

– Fully in line with Group's overall risk tolerance and capital utilisation and 
now also reflecting BUs' individual risk limits and capital allocations

 Enhanced transparency of investment governance

– Largely unchanged for Group and for in-house/outsourced mandates, 
as well as tailored SAAs to individual BUs' characteristics and objectives
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Summary
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Q&A
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aCautionary note on 
forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements and illustrations provide current expectations of future events based on certain 
assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact. 
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate“, “assume“, “believe“, “continue“, “estimate“, “expect“, “foresee“, “intend“, 
“may increase“ and “may fluctuate“ and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “will“, “should“, “would“ and “could“. These forward-looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Swiss Re’s actual results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, 
liquidity position or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, liquidity position or prospects expressed 
or implied by such statements. Such factors include, among others:
 further instability affecting the global financial system and developments related 

thereto, including as a result of concerns over, or adverse developments relating 
to, sovereign debt of euro area countries;

 further deterioration in global economic conditions;
 Swiss Re’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets, 

including sufficient liquidity to cover potential recapture of reinsurance 
agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due to 
actual or perceived deterioration of Swiss Re’s financial strength or otherwise;

 the effect of market conditions, including the global equity and credit markets, and 
the level and volatility of equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads, currency 
values and other market indices, on Swiss Re’s investment assets;

 changes in Swiss Re’s investment result as a result of changes in its investment 
policy or the changed composition of its investment assets, and the impact of the 
timing of any such changes relative to changes in market conditions;

 uncertainties in valuing credit default swaps and other credit-related instruments;
 possible inability to realise amounts on sales of securities on Swiss Re’s balance 

sheet equivalent to their mark-to-market values recorded for accounting purposes;
 the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realise tax loss carryforwards and the 

ability to realise deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in a 
jurisdiction or deemed change of control), which could negatively impact future 
earnings;

 the possibility that Swiss Re’s hedging arrangements may not be effective;
 the lowering or loss of financial strength or other ratings of Swiss Re companies, 

and developments adversely affecting Swiss Re’s ability to achieve improved 
ratings;

 the cyclicality of the reinsurance industry;

 uncertainties in estimating reserves;
 uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting, 

particularly with respect to large natural catastrophes, as significant 
uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such events and 
preliminary estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes 
available;

 the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events;
 acts of terrorism and acts of war;
 mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
 policy renewal and lapse rates;
 extraordinary events affecting Swiss Re’s clients and other counterparties, such 

as bankruptcies, liquidations and other credit-related events;
 current, pending and future legislation and regulation affecting Swiss Re or its 

ceding companies;
 legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including those in respect 

of industry requirements or business conduct rules of general applicability;
 changes in economic theory or principles;
 significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays, 

unexpected costs or other issues experienced in connection with any such 
transactions;

 changing levels of competition; 
 operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other internal 

procedures in managing the foregoing risks; and
 challenges in implementation, adverse responses from counterparties, 

regulators or rating agencies, or other issues arising from, or otherwise relating 
to, the changes in Swiss Re's corporate structure.

These factors are not exhaustive. Swiss Re operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States.  Any such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with 
applicable securities laws.

9
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Reinsurance –
overall view

2
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The current environment is an opportunity 
for us

+ =

 We are willing and able to deploy large capacities in both P&C and L&H and tailor 
solutions to client needs

 Leading player in 
P&C and L&H Re

 150 years history

 Strong capital, 
AA rating

 Prudent asset 
allocation

 Strong in Emerging 
Markets

Our Position
Difficult 

Environment

 Low interest rates

 Market volatility

 New regulatory 
regimes

 Large Quota Shares 
for capital relief

 Adverse 
Development 
Covers

 Structured Life 
transactions

 Large nat cat 
capacities

Opportunity
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Our prudent asset management approach 
allows us to increase asset risk cautiously 
going forward

 We intend to increase the weighting of corporate bonds in P&C Re and L&H Re 
subject to market conditions

 Our strategy is to maintain a prudent asset mix relative to peers

28%
10-25%

42%
40-60%

5%
0-10%

7% 10-20%
16% 5-15%
2% 0-5%

End FY 2011 Mid-Term Plan

Cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments Government bonds (incl. agency)

Securitised products Corporate bonds (incl. loans)

Equities and alternatives Other (incl. derivatives)

P&C Re

14% 5-15%

59%
40-60%

7%
5-15%

14% 10-30%

0-5%
5% 0-5%

End FY 2011 Mid-Term Plan

L&H Re
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P&C Latin America 

P&C EMEA

P&C Rest of Asia

P&C China

L&H EMEA

L&H Latin America

L&H Asia

5

We intend to further strengthen our strong 
position in Emerging Markets

 We are already active in Emerging 
Markets for >100 years 

– Offices in China, India, Malaysia, 
Brazil, Mexico, Singapore and Hong 
Kong

 Strong relationship with governments

 Strong position in Engineering, Surety, 
Marine and Agriculture, often the first 
reinsurance products purchased in 
emerging markets

 We can offer technical support and 
expertise

 Emerging markets are a key 
management focus and will drive 
future earnings growth

Emerging markets Gross Earned Premiums 
2006-2011
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CAGR: P&C 7.7%, L&H 9.0%
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P&C Re

6
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P&C primary market

 Hard hit by 2011 catastrophes in 
Japan, ANZ and US (also due to 
higher retentions)

 Prices starting to rise, but not yet 
enough to compensate for interest 
rate decline

 Regulatory changes (China, Europe, 
Japan etc) put pressure on 
capitalization

 Living off reserve releases in 
Casualty... but for how long?

7

Environment is favourable for P&C 
reinsurance

P&C reinsurance market

 Partly decoupled from primary 
market through non-proportional 
covers

 Rising prices in property due to nat
cats in 2011

 Not heavily exposed to current 
poor casualty business due to 
increased client retentions

 Higher demand due to regulatory 
changes (China, Europe, Japan)

P&C primary market P&C reinsurance market
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P&C Re expected ROE is between 
10%-15% in current conditions

 P&C Re has a strong ROE track record, however, due to nat cats and other large 
losses we would expect significant volatility

2009 and 2010 data is pro-forma and indicative only

USD m 2009 2010 2011

Pre-Tax Result 1 403 1 806 1 324

Net Income 984 1 202 1 099

ROE 14.0% 13.5% 11.0%

Nat Cat Losses vs
Expected

414 -22 -2 184

Reserve Releases 0 84 1 248

Investors' Day | Reinsurance | London, 17 April 2012
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P&C Re 2011 ROE sensitivities
Based on 2011 reported results adjusted for nat
cats and reserve releases

Annualised impact

 P&C Re ROE is negatively impacted by low interest rates
 Other key drivers are premium volumes and combined ratio

Net income impact 
estimated (USD m)

ROE impact 
estimated

Increase CR by 1% -80 -0.8% pts

Increase business by 10% with 
same CR

+140 +1.4% pts

Increase interest rates by 
100bps (annualised)

+45 +0.5% pts

Reduce ROI by 0.5% pts -180 -1.8% pts
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There are 3 key value drivers to manage 
the P&C Re business successfully

Cycle Management

 Reduce top line in softening, increase in hardening cycle

 Separation of costing and sales
1

2 Risk selection

 Use statistics, own R&D and tools to select better risks

3
Direct access to C-suite

 Leverage own R&D, large capacity and AA rating to solve C-suite 
problems and get differentiated terms and private deals

Investors' Day | Reinsurance | London, 17 April 2012
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Cycle management: we have a successful 
track record

70
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2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Market price index Market Share top 8 excluding Swiss Re Market share Swiss Re

 Swiss Re's market share of top 8 reinsurers decreased from 27.2% in 2006 to 
19.5% in 2011 

 We will reduce volumes in soft markets, grow in hard markets to maximise profits

Market price index is a 50/50 mix of Swiss Re's nat cat index (Camares) and liability price index from Council of Insurance Agents & Brokers

Index value
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Risk selection: we leverage our R&D to 
pick best risks

20% 60% 100% 140% 180% 220%

P
re

m
iu

m

Price adequacy Swiss Re portfolio

Price variability P&C 2011  Market views on "cost of goods sold" 
(i.e. the expected loss) vary widely on 
every treaty

 Profitability of treaties therefore varies 
widely in our own view

 It is possible to beat the market 
through:
- Our R&D into risk factors
- Proprietary costing tools
- UW training
- Metrics and measurement
- Leveraging skills across portfolios

 Swiss Re is a market leader, which invests in the resources to outperform in an 
inefficient market

Business written by SR

Business not 
accepted by 

SR
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65%

35%

EVM profits of January 2012 Global Clients 
renewals

Hide these borders before printing

13

Private Placements
 Unique private deals (e.g. 

solvency QS, adverse 
development covers)

 Private nat cat layers

 Global clients (~50 clients) represent ~40% of 1/1 premium up for renewal
 Private placements have significantly higher profit margins than market 

placements

Market Placements
 All business where we got the 

same conditions as everybody 
else

Direct access to C-suite, large capacities, 
R&D and AA rating allow us to get private 
placements with better terms
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As a result, we have outperformed 
the market 
Market share vs profitability 2005 - 2011

 We focus on market share of underwriting profits

Swiss Re’s P&C premium share vs top 8 
reinsurers 

Swiss Re’s P&C underwriting profit / 
loss1 share vs top 8 reinsurers 

1 Underwriting profit/ loss  = premiums earned - claims and claims adjustment expenses - acquisition costs - other expenses. In 2011 Swiss Re had 
3% share of overall underwriting loss of the top 8 reinsurers
Top 8 reinsurers include: Swiss Re, Munich Re, Hannover Re, PartnerRe, SCOR, General Re, Everest Re, Transatlantic Re. Swiss Re data includes 
Corporate Solutions
Source: Swiss Re Economic Research and Consulting
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driver with several competitive advantages

1515

 Proprietary R&D, own global tools

 Ability to take large line sizes

 Access to a broader mix of risk than 
others due to broad client base

 Central steering capabilities

 Insurance Linked Securities (ILS) and 
other hedging – using price 
differentials between capital and 
re/insurance markets

Nat Cat is a key driver of Swiss 
Re's economic profit…

… and we have several competitive 
advantages in this business

48%

10%

13%

8%

22%

Property Nat Cat

Property Man-made

Special Lines

Casualty

Life
2011 underwriting year data

 2011 Swiss Re’s expected economic 
profit from underwriting by line of 
business (assuming normal level of 
claims)
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16

CAGR of earned 
premiums of 18.7%

WTC is included in 2001. Data is presented on an underwriting year basis.
The chart shows Cat XL business only as main contributor. However, there is additional Nat Cat exposure in proportional and per risk treaties

Swiss Re's CatXL business has performed 
well, despite recent large losses
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Casualty: history suggests a lot of upside 
potential from here

 During the hard market years, our 
Casualty business generated 
significant value

 We have significantly withdrawn 
from casualty business due to low 
interest rates and soft market 
conditions

 SR is ideally positioned to profit from 
a future upswing because:

– We have controlled our exposure 
to problematic areas such as 
Financial Institutions

– We have the tools, the capital and 
the will to upscale significantly 
should we see a turn

– We can offer capital management 
solutions to our clients by 
assuming P&C run-off books

Casualty Reinsurance Business excl. Motor 
(USDm, underwriting year view)
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 Generally market softening has stopped and positive momentum is expected to 
continue

 We grew net premiums earned 10% in 2011 at stable rates 

 In January 2012 renewals we grew treaty business by 20% at slightly improved 
margins

– This growth will typically take 18 months to work through the GAAP P&L

– In January 2012 renewals an additional USD 900m of EVM capital was 
deployed at attractive rates

 Berkshire QS ends 31 December 2012, which will create top line growth over the 
following period 

– Due to the large overrider of the QS, profits will grow less than premiums

 New solvency regimes will continue to create demand for capital relief solutions 
(e.g. China, Europe, Japan)

 We have capital to deploy to attractive P&C opportunities including large deals

18

P&C Re summary: outlook positive
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L&H Re

19
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L&H primary market 
(80% savings products)

 Low new business volumes as 
people are not motivated to save 
with low interest rates

 Low interest rates cause pressure 
on older guaranteed business

 Regulatory changes, in particular 
Solvency II, creates uncertainty on 
required capital levels

 Market sensitive business, including 
VA and other interest sensitive lines 
cause volatility in earnings

 Emerging markets start to become 
meaningful

20

Environment is more difficult for L&H reinsurance

L&H reinsurance market 
(mostly biometric risks)

 Low topline growth as nearly all 
business is QS and therefore tied to 
primary growth

 Challenge to provide solutions for 
key risks that impact primary 
insurers (asset risk, guarantees) 
without excessive asset risk

 May see declining cession rates as 
insurers try to keep more biometric 
risks

 Opportunities from new solvency 
regimes, and in medium term 
emerging markets

L&H primary market
(80% savings products)

L&H reinsurance market
(mostly biometric risks)
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L&H Re expected ROE is between 7%-9% 
in current conditions

 L&H reported a strong ROE in 2011, due to high realised gains on government 
bonds and FX

 2009 was negatively impacted by VA and losses on investments, partly offset by 
gain on rescission of a contract

 Whilst the underlying results are quite stable L&H Re has accounting volatility 
from mark to market on financial items, as well as realised gains

2009 and 2010 data is pro-forma and indicative only

USD m 2009 2010 2011

Pre-Tax Result -104 844 1 749

Net Income -73 631 1 664

ROE -1.5% 10.5% 21.2%

Investors' Day | Reinsurance | London, 17 April 2012
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L&H Re 2011 ROE sensitivities
Based on 2011 reported results

Annualised impact

Net income impact 
estimated (USD m)

ROE impact 
estimated

Increase corporate bonds by 
USD 2bn

+60 + 0.8% pts 

Reduce 2011 actual ROI by 2% 
pts (i.e. from 6.8% to 4.8%)

- 515 - 6.6% pts 

Increase interest rates by 100 
bps (annualised)

+30 +0.4% pts
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Our ROE is depressed by old US L&H 
business

Current estimated  ROE
7%-9%

 USD 0.6 trillion sums 
assured

 Poor performance already 
reflected in EVM value, but 
GAAP does not allow for 
unlocking of original 
assumptions

 USD 2.8 trillion sums 
assured

 Performance to date overall 
is better than original 
pricing assumptions

Pre 2004 US book 
-10% ROE

Rest of world & US post 
2004 10 -12% ROE

85%15%

% US GAAP Shareholders’ equity

Investors' Day | Reinsurance | London, 17 April 2012
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 High cession rates and low reinsurance 
prices were the prevalent trend

 We spotted adverse experience emerging 
within the early durations of policy issue 
and led market corrections in 2003/4

 In US GAAP, new business written since 
2004 is on revised assumptions, older 
inforce is not

– Difference between actual outcome 
and original assumption comes out in 
annual P&L

 We are currently seeing the negative effect 
of overly optimistic assumptions on the 10 
year term conversion from level term to 
post level term premiums

24

The US Life market experienced a soft 
market in the late 90s and early 2000s
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Cession Rates Traditional US Mortality business

Swiss Re Market Share

High cedent cession rates reflect very low 
reinsurance prices
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Our post 2004 US new business is 
monitored closely and is performing in line 
with expectations
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 Whilst mortality experience is favourable to original pricing, there have been 
negative lapse and distribution variances which have resulted in the experience 
being in line with expectations overall
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 Proactive management of in-force US book to improve the shock lapse 
and mortality experience of our older US level term business, with a 
modest increase in GAAP earnings starting in 2013

 Explore capital management actions (e.g. retrocession, securitization and 
other capital management tools) by end 2013

 Shift capital from L&H Re to P&C Re, or other parts of the Group via 
dividends to holding company

 Cautiously increase credit risk on the asset side (but stay lower risk than 
competitors)

 Continue to write new business with returns in line with hurdle rates

26

We intend to use several levers to improve 
the L&H performance from current levels
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There are 3 key value drivers to manage 
the L&H Re business successfully

Expertise

 Better risk selection through access to more data, leverage own R&D 
and analysis tools to enable more precise pricing and monitoring

1

2 Services

 Deliver first class services as part of reinsurance arrangements

3
Innovation

 Product and solution structuring, capital management, own research 
and development

Investors' Day | Reinsurance | London, 17 April 2012
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We have access to more data than most 
competitors
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 For example in the US, we own the most contemporary preferred mortality study in 
the industry. It gives us access to more granular preferred risk data than any other 
reinsurer and even the Society of Actuaries

 We use this data to make more accurate pricing decisions at inception and to 
monitor treaty performance on a monthly basis
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We tailor our services and technical 
expertise to clients' needs

 Magnum e-Underwriting tool 
– Leading edge automated underwriting engine fully adaptable for clients needs

– 30 implementations across 16 countries in 10 languages with over 2.5 million 
cases underwritten annually

 Global Learning and Development Framework 
– Offering 95 interactive e-learning and tailored training seminars in each 

territory with nearly 3,000 users 

 Global Claims and Underwriting Manuals 
– Global Underwriting Manual (Lifeguide) is consistently ranked as the leading 

underwriting manual world wide, available in 73 countries, in 11 languages and 
has over 1 million page hits every month

– Global Claims Manual (ClaimsGuide) is a cutting-edge claims management tool, 
providing global regional and product specific support 

Investors' Day | Reinsurance | London, 17 April 2012
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 Partnering with clients

– Formation of sales partnership in Australia with Woolworths, a leading 
retail group, and The Hollard Insurance Company, providers of 
insurance marketing and administration services

 Redundant reserve financing

– 'Extreme Mortality Underwriting' solutions

 Transferring risk to the capital markets

– Kortis capital was the first security to transfer mortality trend risk to the 
capital markets

 World class research and development 

– E.g. >750,000 hits in 9 different languages in 2011 on first ever 
cardiovascular underwriting calculator

30

We have a proven track record in creating 
innovative solutions
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Our L&H strategy addresses some of the 
challenges of the environment by entering 
new fields

 World's protection gaps are vast ~ USD 70 trillion

 Working with clients and distributors to develop consumer-
friendly products and processes, e.g. our in-house predictive 
underwriting analytics 

Partner for growth 
with our clients

 Major demographic and socio-economic trends drive 
escalating demand for Health insurance

 Swiss Re already has a broad range of health solutions to 
capitalise on these trends

Expand our Health 
business

 Longevity represents a very large risk pool that will grow 
further as demographics shift

 Swiss Re is a natural and efficient holder of longevity risk

– Longevity risk is a hedge against our large mortality portfolio 
and does not correlate with P&C risks

Diversify into 
longevity risk

Investors' Day | Reinsurance | London, 17 April 2012
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 We expect a challenging environment with low growth

 We have an old block of US business that is performing badly

– We are addressing the issues

 We also have a new business that is performing nicely (10%-12% ROE)

– We intend to grow it, using our R&D, services and innovation power

– We believe there will be opportunities for attractive large transactions

 We will tap new sources of profit

– Support primary life market growth 

– Health

– Longevity

32

L&H Re summary: 
challenges and opportunities
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Summary

33
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 Benefit from market hardening in P&C Re

– Ability to offer large capacities to our clients

– Industry leading Underwriting experience

– Ability to achieve differentiated terms with client tailored solutions

 Improve returns in L&H Re

– Actively manage in-force book

– Develop new product solutions e.g. longevity, health

– Opportunity to increase asset risk, subject to market conditions

34

Reinsurance summary

 Our capital strength, rating, ability to deliver large capacity and tailored solutions 
to clients, mean Reinsurance is very well positioned to contribute to the Group's 
ambitious financial targets
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Q&A
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aCautionary note on 
forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements and illustrations provide current expectations of future events based on certain 
assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact. 
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate“, “assume“, “believe“, “continue“, “estimate“, “expect“, “foresee“, “intend“, 
“may increase“ and “may fluctuate“ and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “will“, “should“, “would“ and “could“. These forward-looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Swiss Re’s actual results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, 
liquidity position or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, liquidity position or prospects expressed 
or implied by such statements. Such factors include, among others:
 further instability affecting the global financial system and developments related 

thereto, including as a result of concerns over, or adverse developments relating 
to, sovereign debt of euro area countries;

 further deterioration in global economic conditions;
 Swiss Re’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets, 

including sufficient liquidity to cover potential recapture of reinsurance 
agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due to 
actual or perceived deterioration of Swiss Re’s financial strength or otherwise;

 the effect of market conditions, including the global equity and credit markets, and 
the level and volatility of equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads, currency 
values and other market indices, on Swiss Re’s investment assets;

 changes in Swiss Re’s investment result as a result of changes in its investment 
policy or the changed composition of its investment assets, and the impact of the 
timing of any such changes relative to changes in market conditions;

 uncertainties in valuing credit default swaps and other credit-related instruments;
 possible inability to realise amounts on sales of securities on Swiss Re’s balance 

sheet equivalent to their mark-to-market values recorded for accounting purposes;
 the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realise tax loss carryforwards and the 

ability to realise deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in a 
jurisdiction or deemed change of control), which could negatively impact future 
earnings;

 the possibility that Swiss Re’s hedging arrangements may not be effective;
 the lowering or loss of financial strength or other ratings of Swiss Re companies, 

and developments adversely affecting Swiss Re’s ability to achieve improved 
ratings;

 the cyclicality of the reinsurance industry;

 uncertainties in estimating reserves;
 uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting, 

particularly with respect to large natural catastrophes, as significant 
uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such events and 
preliminary estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes 
available;

 the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events;
 acts of terrorism and acts of war;
 mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
 policy renewal and lapse rates;
 extraordinary events affecting Swiss Re’s clients and other counterparties, such 

as bankruptcies, liquidations and other credit-related events;
 current, pending and future legislation and regulation affecting Swiss Re or its 

ceding companies;
 legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including those in respect 

of industry requirements or business conduct rules of general applicability;
 changes in economic theory or principles;
 significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays, 

unexpected costs or other issues experienced in connection with any such 
transactions;

 changing levels of competition; 
 operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other internal 

procedures in managing the foregoing risks; and
 challenges in implementation, adverse responses from counterparties, 

regulators or rating agencies, or other issues arising from, or otherwise relating 
to, the changes in Swiss Re's corporate structure.

These factors are not exhaustive. Swiss Re operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States.  Any such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with 
applicable securities laws.
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 Target clients are corporates with revenues exceeding USD 750m

– In addition, selected small/niche corporates

 Dedicated team, operating platform and legal entities

 Same costing, underwriting quality and portfolio steering as in P&C Re

Introduction

2
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aStrategy:
"Focus on large corporates…"

3

Corporate Solutions' 
value proposition

Commercial insurance market

 Leading brand

 Financial strength 

 "We are here to stay" 

 Large net capacity 

 Innovation

Supported by

 Superior underwriting 
knowledge

 Disciplined cycle management

23%

Upper mid-sized corporates 
(USD 750m-2bn revenues)

55%

Large corporates (>USD 2bn
revenues); excl. master policy 

Total 2011 premium: USD ~640bn 

22%
Compelling value 

proposition for 
~45% of the 

market

Source: Swiss Re Economic Research & Consulting

Rest of the
market 
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aStrategy: 
"…as a lean global player"

4

"Lean"
Corporate Solutions neither leads master policies nor focuses on 
small corporates, allowing us to operate at a competitive cost level

"Global"

Corporate Solutions can access risks which are placed locally, as 
opposed to only in wholesale centres (mainly London, New York, 
Bermuda)

Our footprint leverages the Swiss Re Group's office network
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a3 key factors differentiate 
Corporate Solutions from competitors
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Corporate Solutions' 
value proposition

Competitive edge – 2011 evidence

 Leading brand

 Financial strength 

 "We are here to stay" 

Supported by

 Superior underwriting knowledge
Strong loss ratio, despite 

excess nat cats

~300 transactions with 
USD 100m capacity or more

~30 innovative 
transactions

 Disciplined cycle management

 Large net capacity

 Innovation

Investors' Day | Corporate Solutions | London, 17 April 2012

aOur ambition: 
Remain in top quartile

Our ambition is to remain in the 
top performance quartile by:

 Maintaining our disciplined 
cycle management

 Investing to grow faster than 
our competition

Quartiles are separated by average combined ratio 
and average premium growth rates

Swiss Re Corporate Solutions

Global player

Wholesale player

Bubble size = Net earned premium
Corporate Solutions' bubble = USD 1.9bn

6

Top performance 
quartile

85%

100%

115%
-4% 8% 20%

N
et

 c
om

bi
ne

d 
ra

ti
o 

(2
01

1
)

Net premium growth (2010 to 2011)

~93%

~14%
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aResults 2011:
Growth and investment for the future
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2010 2011

Gross premium USD 2.3 billion USD 2.6 billion

Employees ~1 000 ~1 250

Footprint 32 offices 41 offices

Distribution partners
Transactional
relationship

Strategic agreements 
with top brokers

IT platform

UBF Seguros acquisition
− Belo Horizonte
− Rio de Janeiro
− São Paulo

Organic growth
− Copenhagen
− Miami
− Paris
− Seattle
− Tokyo
− Vancouver

Thereof ~85%               
front office1

~14% growth 
in competitive market

Harmonize and upgrade

1 Sales, products and claims

Investors' Day | Corporate Solutions | London, 17 April 2012

a2012 and beyond:
More significant growth and profit

Organic growth
− Amsterdam
− Dubai
− Genoa

8

1 Sales, products and claims

Outlook

Gross premium USD 4-5bn by 2015

Employees
2012:  ~1 350

2015:  ~1 600

Footprint
2012: 44 offices 

2015: ~55 offices

Distribution partners
Leverage strategic agreements 

with top brokers

IT platform
Reduced number of applications with lower 

maintenance costs

Thereof ~85%               
front office1
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~(0.9%)

~(5.7%)

20152011

~(0.5%)

~(0.4%)

 Corporate Solutions expects to achieve a low teen RoE (10-15%) in years with 
"normal" nat cat experience and current modest investment yields

 No need for additional capital to support planned organic growth (incl. expiry of 
Berkshire Hathaway quota share treaty)

Note: Corporate Solutions ROE impact calculation includes additional USD 0.5bn in equity, representing the estimated capital necessary to hold 
historic reserves which remained in Reinsurance business unit due to prior intra-group retrocessions

9

Our expectation:
Low teen ROE in "normal" years

However, the following accounting distortions will depress initial RoEs:

― GEIS acquisition amortisation ("unwind of discount" effect)

— Investment return associated with historic reserves remaining 
in Reinsurance Business Unit due to prior intra-group cessions

Investors' Day | Corporate Solutions | London, 17 April 2012
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Key messages

10

 Strong value proposition and solid platform upon which to build

 Ambition to grow book to USD 4-5bn by 2015

– Subject to rigorous cycle management and portfolio steering

 Expectation to deliver a low teen ROE (10-15%) in years with 
"normal" nat cat experience and current modest investment yields



a

Appendix

11
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Portfolio evolution

1 Engineering, Marine, Aviation and Space
2 Approx. segmentation of clients based on revenues in USD; large: revenues >2bn; mid-sized: <2bn, >250m; small: <250m 

12

35%

25%

10%

30%

Property & multilines
Specialty
Credit & surety
Casualty & health

Lines of business

50%

25%

25%

Large corporates
Mid-sized corporates
Small corporates

Clients2

1

65%8%

7%

20%

North America
Latin America
Asia Pacific
Europe & Middle East

Regions

Target
2015

2011

35%

25%

10%

30%
45%

40%

15%

50%

10%

30%

10%
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aDelivering on our value proposition
Examples of large transactions
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1 All figures are for Corporate Solutions' share for the full cover period (including multi-year transactions)

Line of 
business

Capacity 
deployed1 Transaction features

Space USD ~300m  5-year program for 4 satellite launches in 2013/2014 and orbit 
operations until 2018/2019

 Private placement with differential terms for Corporate Solutions

Engineering USD ~300m  Petrochemical construction project in Saudi Arabia
 Corporate Solutions achieved lead position due to notable technical 

input and track record with the broker and the client
 Differential terms for Corporate Solutions despite high competition

Casualty USD ~100m  General Liability cover for large American utility company 
 Lead position in 2 of the 7 layers of the program 
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1 All figures are for Corporate Solutions' share for the full cover period (including multi-year transactions)

Delivering on our value proposition
Examples of innovative / customised transactions

Line of 
business

Capacity 
deployed1 Transaction features

Energy USD ~150m  3-year cover combining onshore/offshore energy, power and marine 
for the client's facilities world-wide

 Customised solution in line with the specific needs, risk retention 
appetite and budget of the client's captive

Trade 
Finance

USD ~250m  Cover provided via an Asian Development Bank (ADB) program 
aiming at fostering imports and exports in the frontier economies 

 Pioneering deal - First time that ADB is offsetting trade finance risk 
with a private insurer 

Agriculture USD ~30m  First 'area yield index' based deal closed in South Africa 
 Solution providing insurance coverage against a shortfall in crop 

production (mainly drought driven)
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aCautionary note on 
forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements and illustrations provide current expectations of future events based on certain 
assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact. 
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate“, “assume“, “believe“, “continue“, “estimate“, “expect“, “foresee“, “intend“, 
“may increase“ and “may fluctuate“ and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “will“, “should“, “would“ and “could“. These forward-looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Swiss Re’s actual results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, 
liquidity position or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, liquidity position or prospects expressed 
or implied by such statements. Such factors include, among others:
 further instability affecting the global financial system and developments related 

thereto, including as a result of concerns over, or adverse developments relating 
to, sovereign debt of euro area countries;

 further deterioration in global economic conditions;
 Swiss Re’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets, 

including sufficient liquidity to cover potential recapture of reinsurance 
agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due to 
actual or perceived deterioration of Swiss Re’s financial strength or otherwise;

 the effect of market conditions, including the global equity and credit markets, and 
the level and volatility of equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads, currency 
values and other market indices, on Swiss Re’s investment assets;

 changes in Swiss Re’s investment result as a result of changes in its investment 
policy or the changed composition of its investment assets, and the impact of the 
timing of any such changes relative to changes in market conditions;

 uncertainties in valuing credit default swaps and other credit-related instruments;
 possible inability to realise amounts on sales of securities on Swiss Re’s balance 

sheet equivalent to their mark-to-market values recorded for accounting purposes;
 the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realise tax loss carryforwards and the 

ability to realise deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in a 
jurisdiction or deemed change of control), which could negatively impact future 
earnings;

 the possibility that Swiss Re’s hedging arrangements may not be effective;
 the lowering or loss of financial strength or other ratings of Swiss Re companies, 

and developments adversely affecting Swiss Re’s ability to achieve improved 
ratings;

 the cyclicality of the reinsurance industry;

 uncertainties in estimating reserves;
 uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting, 

particularly with respect to large natural catastrophes, as significant 
uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such events and 
preliminary estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes 
available;

 the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events;
 acts of terrorism and acts of war;
 mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
 policy renewal and lapse rates;
 extraordinary events affecting Swiss Re’s clients and other counterparties, such 

as bankruptcies, liquidations and other credit-related events;
 current, pending and future legislation and regulation affecting Swiss Re or its 

ceding companies;
 legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including those in respect 

of industry requirements or business conduct rules of general applicability;
 changes in economic theory or principles;
 significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays, 

unexpected costs or other issues experienced in connection with any such 
transactions;

 changing levels of competition; 
 operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other internal 

procedures in managing the foregoing risks; and
 challenges in implementation, adverse responses from counterparties, 

regulators or rating agencies, or other issues arising from, or otherwise relating 
to, the changes in Swiss Re's corporate structure.

These factors are not exhaustive. Swiss Re operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States.  Any such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with 
applicable securities laws.
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Admin Re®
Introduction

 Over the past 18 months, Admin Re® has undergone an extensive 
transformation program, where the business was reviewed thoroughly to 
identify how to increase shareholder value and deliver on operational 
excellence

 As a result of this program, infrastructure has been improved and portfolio 
management actions are underway

 As of January 2012, Admin Re® operates as a fully functional, stand-alone 
business unit of Swiss Re

 Admin Re®'s transformation will continue until year-end 2012; the two 
primary areas of focus are:

– Portfolio steering/management to optimise capital usage and returns

– Management actions to increase profitability and efficiency
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aAdmin Re®
Key figures

3

 Both years shown after the impact of recapture of internal retrocession

 Cash generation will be used to repay debt and to pay dividends to Group

USD million 2010 2011

Net income 263 329

Inclusion of investment return from 
corresponding assets improves 
profitability. 2011 net income is positively 
impacted by numerous one off items

Shareholders' equity 5 759 7 378 Low interest rates and unrealised gains 
inflate shareholders' equity in 2011

Return on equity 4.9% 5.0%
Performance impacted by strategic re-
alignment costs and unfavorable market 
conditions

Gross cash generation1 -34 302
2010 impacted by unfavourable
assumption changes and  market 
conditions

1 Sum of the change in available capital resources, local regulatory requirements and capital management requirements of life companies

Investors' Day | Admin Re® | London, 17 April 2012
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1 Mortality/Morbidity includes impacts from longevity and persistency changes
2 Other includes  impacts from operating expense variances and pricing methodology changes

12.3%

4.6%

-6.3%
1.4% -2.8%

0%

5%

10%

15%

Original pricing Estimated investment 
performance

Mortality/ Morbidity1 Other2 Current expectations

US IRR (all transactions to 31 Dec 2011, 12 years)

12.9%
7.4%

-2.6%
-1.6%

-1.3%

0%

5%

10%

15%

Original pricing Estimated investment 
performance

Mortality/ Morbidity Other Current expectations

UK IRR (all transactions to 31 Dec 2011, 7 years)

4

Historical performance
Current expectations below original pricing

1 2

 Overall, Admin Re® has been impacted by exceptional market conditions and changes in mortality

 US IRR decrease driven by deterioration in investment performance due to the decline in yields 
and credit losses following the market turn in 2008

 UK IRR decline is mainly market driven together with adverse mortality and longevity performance

1 2
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 Pursue active portfolio management, e.g. release capital by divesting 
inefficient and capital intensive books

 Active management of the in-force book to optimize capital utilisation
and returns

 Established scenario framework for management of existing book as well 
as new transactions

Portfolio 
steering

 Increase profitability by pursuing active cost management and increase 
capital efficiency

 Yield enhancement strategies on the asset book

 Continuous reinvestment and upgrade of systems and infrastructure as 
well as realignment of key processes

Management 
actions

 Embark on opportunities to acquire businesses in line with Admin Re®'s
stringent prerequisites (market cycle is positive and opportunities are 
expected to emerge over coming years)

 All deals must satisfy a suite of internal hurdle rates  which include IRR, 
EVM profit margin and Group RoE hurdles

Acquisitions

Admin Re® strategy
Three areas of focus

5
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Portfolio steering
New framework introduced

 As a key element of Admin Re®'s
strategy, Portfolio Steering, focuses on 
consistent and systematic portfolio 
management and value extraction

 The new management team has 
introduced a comprehensive scenario 
framework approach to both manage 
the existing portfolio (value extraction) 
and assess the impact of potential 
new transactions and divestitures

1. Metrics: Cash Production, Capital 
productivity, Economic Value, US GAAP ROE

2. Views: aggregate, region, block, product 
and transaction

3. Scenarios: base, mortality, longevity, lapse, 
investment and expense stresses

4. Time: quarterly snapshots of the portfolio
5. Concentration risk: dominant risk factors
6. "What if" analysis of specific scenarios 

Additional assessment of acquisitions and divestitures include:

 Experience with similar transactions to identify key drivers of cash production, 
economic value and US GAAP

 Capital implications and diversification impact of portfolios, both current and targets

 Risk profile/concentration risk impact analysis for each risk factor and across multiple 
dimensions to assess cross effects
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Management actions
Improving performance

 Portfolio management: divesting inefficient or capital intensive products 
or books of business

 Asset management: adjust investment strategy and add higher yielding 
assets within medium-term investment plan

 Capital and tax management: optimise capital usage across the business 
and realise tax benefits

 Active management of risk factors: actively manage and hedge risk 
exposure, further reduce volatility of cash flow production

 Operational efficiency and cost management: realise (cost) efficiencies 
by systematically challenging all aspects of the aggregated business

 Further upside potential from Solvency II implementation after 2014

Investors' Day | Admin Re® | London, 17 April 2012
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Operational 
efficiency 
& cost mgt.

20 - 50
10 - 20

1,250

Base case 
2012-2016

Capital 
and 
tax mgt.

1,530 -1,650

Aspiration 
2012-2016 
(incl. mgt. 
actions)

Active 
portfolio 
mgt.

250 -330

Gross Cash Generation (GCG), USD millions

Management actions 2012-2016

 Substantial cumulative Gross Cash 
Generation ("GCG") over a 5 year period, 
indentified levers targeted to deliver 
additional GCG of approx. $280m to $400m

 Cash to be used to fund planned debt 
repayments and dividends to Group

 Capital relief through statutory reserving 
releases arising out of Part VII transfer of 
ALICO business expected in 2012-2013

 Tax losses arose from internal business 
transfers in 2011. Management actions taken 
and planned in 2012 -2013 likely to ensure 
that cash tax benefits will arise in 2012 –
2016 from these losses (additional benefits 
expected beyond 2016)

 Operational efficiency and cost management 
driven improved operational set up and IT 
infrastructure

8

Management actions – impact
Gross cash generation expected to increase
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Admin Re®
Summary

 2011 was a year of transition, where Admin Re® was established as a stand-alone 
operating business unit; significant investment was made in IT infrastructure and 
processes to support stand-alone operation to ensure operational excellence

 Transformation program provided much clarity on what areas of the business need 
addressing and what opportunities are available

 In 2011, the first acquisition in two and a half years was completed

 Focus for 2012 on portfolio steering/management as well as management actions

 Admin Re® is open to exploring profitable, new opportunities and to attracting 
third-party capital

 As a well-structured business with a newly established management team, 
Admin Re® is repositioned to confidently compete in the closed life book market

 Admin Re® remains core to Swiss Re
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Q&A
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aCautionary note on 
forward-looking statements
Certain statements and illustrations contained herein are forward-looking. These statements and illustrations provide current expectations of future events based on certain 
assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to a historical fact or current fact. 
Forward-looking statements typically are identified by words or phrases such as “anticipate“, “assume“, “believe“, “continue“, “estimate“, “expect“, “foresee“, “intend“, 
“may increase“ and “may fluctuate“ and similar expressions or by future or conditional verbs such as “will“, “should“, “would“ and “could“. These forward-looking 
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause Swiss Re’s actual results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, 
liquidity position or prospects to be materially different from any future results of operations, financial condition, solvency ratios, liquidity position or prospects expressed 
or implied by such statements. Such factors include, among others:
 further instability affecting the global financial system and developments related 

thereto, including as a result of concerns over, or adverse developments relating 
to, sovereign debt of euro area countries;

 further deterioration in global economic conditions;
 Swiss Re’s ability to maintain sufficient liquidity and access to capital markets, 

including sufficient liquidity to cover potential recapture of reinsurance 
agreements, early calls of debt or debt-like arrangements and collateral calls due to 
actual or perceived deterioration of Swiss Re’s financial strength or otherwise;

 the effect of market conditions, including the global equity and credit markets, and 
the level and volatility of equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads, currency 
values and other market indices, on Swiss Re’s investment assets;

 changes in Swiss Re’s investment result as a result of changes in its investment 
policy or the changed composition of its investment assets, and the impact of the 
timing of any such changes relative to changes in market conditions;

 uncertainties in valuing credit default swaps and other credit-related instruments;
 possible inability to realise amounts on sales of securities on Swiss Re’s balance 

sheet equivalent to their mark-to-market values recorded for accounting purposes;
 the outcome of tax audits, the ability to realise tax loss carryforwards and the 

ability to realise deferred tax assets (including by reason of the mix of earnings in a 
jurisdiction or deemed change of control), which could negatively impact future 
earnings;

 the possibility that Swiss Re’s hedging arrangements may not be effective;
 the lowering or loss of financial strength or other ratings of Swiss Re companies, 

and developments adversely affecting Swiss Re’s ability to achieve improved 
ratings;

 the cyclicality of the reinsurance industry;

 uncertainties in estimating reserves;
 uncertainties in estimating future claims for purposes of financial reporting, 

particularly with respect to large natural catastrophes, as significant 
uncertainties may be involved in estimating losses from such events and 
preliminary estimates may be subject to change as new information becomes 
available;

 the frequency, severity and development of insured claim events;
 acts of terrorism and acts of war;
 mortality, morbidity and longevity experience;
 policy renewal and lapse rates;
 extraordinary events affecting Swiss Re’s clients and other counterparties, such 

as bankruptcies, liquidations and other credit-related events;
 current, pending and future legislation and regulation affecting Swiss Re or its 

ceding companies;
 legal actions or regulatory investigations or actions, including those in respect 

of industry requirements or business conduct rules of general applicability;
 changes in economic theory or principles;
 significant investments, acquisitions or dispositions, and any delays, 

unexpected costs or other issues experienced in connection with any such 
transactions;

 changing levels of competition; 
 operational factors, including the efficacy of risk management and other internal 

procedures in managing the foregoing risks; and
 challenges in implementation, adverse responses from counterparties, 

regulators or rating agencies, or other issues arising from, or otherwise relating 
to, the changes in Swiss Re's corporate structure.

These factors are not exhaustive. Swiss Re operates in a continually changing environment and new risks emerge continually. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking statements. Swiss Re undertakes no obligation to publicly revise or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise.
This communication is not intended to be a recommendation to buy, sell or hold securities and does not constitute an offer for the sale of, or the solicitation of an offer to 
buy, securities in any jurisdiction, including the United States.  Any such offer will only be made by means of a prospectus or offering memorandum, and in compliance with 
applicable securities laws.
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